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Thematic Introduction

Stephen Muecke, Academic Convener and Keynote Speaker
Where and how we live is a fundamental issue. When Bruno Latour urges us to
come ‘down to earth’ he is seeking a solution to general problems of globalisation,
nationhood and territoriality, as he references Ken Pomeranz’s ‘ghost acreage’, whereby
little colonialist western countries came to live beyond their territorial means: the country
they live in is different from the country they live off. Nor have we ever lived on the
globe, the ‘blue marble’ made famous by the 1972 Apollo 17 photo from space. Where we
actually live is in the critical zone, a very thin layer of atmosphere and biological material
extending from tree tops to bedrock. It is highly variable, fragile and full of feedback
loops. Let us add another sense to critical zone: the space in which we create the critical
concepts that compose the Environmental Humanities.
The Environmental Humanities were fairly recently consolidated with the founding
of the journal Environmental Humanities in Sydney in 2012. Pressing environmental
problems to do with the new climatic regime, extinctions, depletion of resources and the
emergence of a new geological age, the Anthropocene, have forced the realisation that
such problems are more extensive than even the sciences can handle on their own. The
sciences, too, can be subject to critique, especially if the singular concept that they are
founded on, Nature, can be shown to be a post-Enlightenment western construct.
The humanities have much to offer in the current conjuncture where the modernist
conceptual architectures are falling apart under the pressure from threatening future
scenarios. Older certainties about the global spread of western versions of progress are
challenged not only by material planetary limitations, but also by decolonising assertions
about alternative modernities and territorially sustainable ways of life among indigenous
peoples. A new civilisation is called for: History, Philosophy, the Social Sciences and the
Arts are all rebooting to be adequate to future demands. New ways of seeing and feeling
affect even the detailed work of sciences in the laboratory or the field, where increasingly
a humanist is seen as being an essential member of the team.
The humanities are reasserting themselves in a context where, paradoxically,
they argue for more-than-human recompositions of worlds. If humans no longer have
exceptional cultures, the realisation that we necessarily live entangled lives in these
earthly domains that made us what we are, is a realisation of inescapable kinship with
non-humans. Rivers, plants, microbes and animals are all putting forward arguments for
survival whose logic we are learning to understand once more. It is a connective, multiple
set of ontologies that resist reduction to any one discipline or system of thought, such as
the economy.
This year’s International Conference of Forum on Contemporary Theory (2021) urges
participants to collaborate in practical ways across disciplines, to form new alliances by
‘making kin’, to attend to the livability of their immediate environment in such a way that
challenges older styles of writing and thinking. New ideas that we can become attached
to embody the many values that the humanities have to offer, as we are faced with a set
of political tasks where we negotiate the ranking of our collective problems. Operating
on principles of inclusion, growth and multiplicity, the Environmental Humanities are
embarked on joining forces with other ways of knowing, not only those deep in our
revered and diverse traditions, but also among those whose languages and logics we are
beginning to understand.
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Related Themes
Proposals may be formulated around the following themes. These are only
suggestions; you are welcome to prepare your papers based on other ideas relevant to
the broad theme of the conference.



















Ecohumanities and Posthumanities
Ecocriticism and Ecopoetics
Ecofeminism
Indigenous knowledges
Plant studies
Ethology and Animal studies
Multispecies ethnography
Extinction studies
Conservation studies
The Humanities in STS (Science and Technology studies)
Planetary Social Thought
Religion and environmentalism
New energy futures
Anthropocene or Capitalocene
Climate histories
Bioethics and Biopolitics
Urban ecology, Smart cities, Sustainability, Resilience
Eco-citizenship and the future of Humanities

Program Schedule
Thursday, February 24
1.00 pm – 2.00 pm
Lunch
2.30 pm – 3.30 pm
Annual General Body Meeting of FCT
3.30 pm – 5.00 pm
Inaugural Address (via Google Meet)
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Introduction
Stephen Muecke, Academic Convener
Inaugural Lecture
Arjun Appadurai
The Goddard Professor (Emeritus) of Media, Culture and Communication
at New York University
“Matter and Materiality in the Anthropocene Era”
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5.00 pm - 5.15 pm
Tea
5.15 pm – 6.45 pm
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Keynote Address (via Google Meet)
Stephen Muecke
Adjunct Professor, Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame University, Brome,
Western Australia
“Living in the Critical Zone: Theory and Pragmatics”
6.45 pm – 7.30 pm
Welcome and Introduction
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Prafulla C. Kar, Convener of FCT
7.30 pm – 8.30 pm
Musical Performance
Aparna Vijayan
8.30 pm – 9.30 pm
Dinner
aaa
Friday, February 25
9.00—10.30 am
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: Manju Dhariwal
Anthropocene or Capitalocene
“Driving ‘Pleasure’ to the Precipice: Disjunction of Culture in Crisis”
Garima Kalita
“Environment, Capitalist Development and Class Struggle in Arundhati Roy’s
The Ministry of Utmost Happiness”
Khyati Sorathiya
“The Water Remembers: Eco-speculation and Hydrographic Imaginaries in Nnedi
Okorafor’s Lagoon”
Sanchar Sarkar
“In(ter)ventions: Technologies of Preserving Nonhuman Life in the Anthropocene”
Sonakshi Srivastava
Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Indrani Mukherjee
Water Wor(l)ds
“Environmental Apocalypse: A Study of Anthropogenic Disaster in Pankaj
Sekhsaria’s The Last Wave”
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Bhagaban Tripathy
“The Revitalizing River: A Study of A River Sutra by Gita Mehta”
Bibhuti Bhushan Choudhury
“Conserving the Viswamitri: Agency and Engagement”
Rajan Joseph Barrett
“Wasteland: Development in the East Kolkata Wetlands”
Anomitra Biswas
10.30 am – 12.00 noon
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: Sanjay Mukherjee
Ecofeminism and Queer Ecology
“Pinkish Bluish Green Himalayas: Queer Ecologies and Ecomasculinities in
South Asia”
Anup Shekhar Chakraborty
“Praxis of Ecofeminism and Concerns for Environment and Ecology in Barbara
Kingsolver’s Flight Behaviour and Olga Tokarkczuc’s Drive Your Plow Over the
Bones of the Dead”
Bhakti Vaishnav
“An Ecofeminist Reading of Selected Folktales from Mizoram”
Ramdinthari
“Transecology as ‘Lines of Flight’ in Arundhati Roy’s
The Ministry of Utmost Happiness”
Sunil Kumar
Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Java Singh
Indigenous Knowledges and Social Practice
“Analyzing Sociologically the Protest Poetry of the Aarey Forest Crisis”
Antara Mukherjee
“Reinhabitation of an Ancient Hill: The Story of Mahendragiri Bioregion”
N. Nagaraju
“The Dividing Khandesh: An Ecocritical Study of Khandeshi Bhil and Mavchi
Communities in Western and Central Part of India”
Swara Joshi & Meera Vasani
12.00 noon – 12.15 pm
Tea
12.15 pm – 1.00 pm
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Workshop Session
(To be conducted by Stephen Muecke & Lesley Green)
1.00 pm – 2.00 pm
Lunch
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2.00 pm – 3.30 pm
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: N Nagaraju
Plant and Biome Studies
“A Critical Dialogics: Plantscapes vs. Humanscapes”
L.P. Bhargava
“Representations of Desert and Forest Biomes in the Fiction of Michael Ondaatje”
Manju Dhariwal
“Fig Trees and Humans: The Fragile Ecosystem of the Arboreal World and Arboreal
Suffering in
Elif Shafak’s The Island of Missing Trees”
Piyush Raval
“Dreaming the Reality: An Analysis of Indigenous Myths as Sites of Ecological
Re-imagination in Alexis
Wright’s The Swan Book and Siddhartha Sarma’s Year of the Weeds”
Sadhna Swayamsidha
Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Lajwanti Chatani
Multispecies Ethnography & Ecofeminism
“Wolves and Skunks in Carol Lay and Clarissa Estes’ Ecofeminism”
Java Singh
“Submerged Existence: An Eco-Feminist Study of Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide”
Swagatika Panda
“From Uncanny to Opaque: Gazing at the Sunderbans in Non-Dichotomous Ways”
Tonisha Guin
“Ontology of the Commons: Ecology, Enlivenment and Ethnic Episteme in India’s
North-East”
Sanghamitra Sadhu & Dilip Gogoi
3.30 pm – 3.45 pm
Tea
3.45 pm – 5.15 pm
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: Prakash C Sarangi
Ecohumanities and Posthumanities
“Amitav Ghosh’s Gun Island: A Study in Environmental Humanities”
E Raja Rao
“Ochy Curiel on Berta Caceres and Decolonial Feminism”
Indrani Mukherjee
“Ecohumanism & Apocalyptic Reading of Margaret Atwood’s
MaddAddam Trilogy”
Pratiksha N. Chavada
“Environmental Humanities, Indigenous Knowledge and Sustainable Life:
Looking Through Contemporary Indian Art”
Rajashree Biswal
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Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Garima Kalita
Eco-citizenship and the Future of Humanities
“Restructuring the Pedagogy of English in India: In search of Counter Narratives and
Alternative Canons from Eco-pedagogical Perspectives”
Aman Verma
“Shahrnush Parsipur’s Women without Men: Imagining Alternate
Environmental Future/s”
Manish Solanki
“Wither Humanity?”
Rajul Bhargava
“Martin Amis: The Nuclear Question and His War against War through the Arts”
Sukanta Sanyal
aaa

Saturday, February 26
9:00 am – 10:30 am
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: E Raja Rao
Planetary Social Thought
“Post-truth, Human-machine and Alienation”
Babu Rajan PP
“Climate Change and the Pandemic: Re-thinking Earth, Nature, Science
and the Humanities”
Gananath Dash
“Where Defending Mother-Earth and Quests for a Just World are the Same and One:
Some Instances from Latin America”
P. Kumar Mangalam
“Of the Re-enchantment of Our Lives: A Working Paper”
Sanjay Mukherjee
Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Deepti Gupta
Religion and Environmentalism
“Intersection between Faith and Environment: An Islamic Perspective”
Inamul Azad
“Religious Ecological Traditions in Goa: From Pre-colonial to Postcolonial Times”
Lucy James
“From Transcendence to Immanence, From the Spirit of the Universe to the Spirit of
the Individual: A Contextual Study of the Unitarian Universalist Pantheism in
Select Upanishads”
Prakash Joshi
“Religion and Environmentalism: Bathou as a Worldview of Bodos”
Rustam Brahma
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10.30 am - 12.00 noon
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Keynote Address
Lesley Green
Director of Environmental Humanities South
University of Cape Town, South Africa
“Terranology: Social Sciences in the Critical Zone”
12.00 noon – 12.15 pm
Tea
12.15 pm – 1:00 pm
Workshop on “Critical Zones”
(To be conducted by Lesley Green & Stephen Muecke)
1.00pm – 2.00 pm
Lunch
2.00 pm – 3.30 pm
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: Rajul Bhargava
Bioethics and Biopolitics
“Unraveling the Contradiction of Political Ecologies of Modernization and
Industrialization: An Ecocritical Reading of Homero Aridjis’ Novels”
Amrit Raj
“Does the Political Entail a ‘Death’ of Nature? Responses from the Canon”
Aparna Vijayan
“Re-Turning the Politics of Critical Zones”
Lajwanti Chatani
“‘Off with her womb!’: The Flawed Science of Demographic Determinism and the
Biomedical Consequences of Neo-Malthusian Ecology at the Margins of Society”
Priyanka Nandy
Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Gananath Dash
Ecocriticism and Ecopoetics
“Women and Ecology: Flashes of Ecofeminism in Kamala Das’s Writings”
Balabhadra Tripathy
“Climate and Culture Crisis: A Study of Amitav Ghosh’s Gun Island
through Ecocriticism”
Henna B. Muliyana
“Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey: An Eco-critical Re-appraisal”
Laxmidhar Panda
“Deconstructing the Rhetoric of Modernity through an Ecocritical Reading of
Gioconda Belli’s Waslala”
Teeju Bhagat
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3.30 pm – 3.45 pm
Tea

o

3.45 pm – 5.15 pm
Venue: Mandovi Hall
Chair: Stephen Muecke
Indigenous Knowledges (Google Meet Presentation)

o

“Indigenous Wor[l]dings for Climate Continuities”
Anna Dwyer, Sandra Wooltorton, Judith Wilks, John Guenther
“Extraction, Extinction, Emergence: The Multispecies Lifeworld of Oil Palm”
Sophie Chao
“Landscape Literacy: An Indigenous Ontology for Reading Nature”
Olivia Guntarik
“These stories are like fossil fuel stories”: How Not to Do a Renewable Energy
Transition”
Devleena Ghosh

.

a
@

Venue: Zuari Hall
Chair: Prakash Joshi
Extinction and Conservation Studies

,

“Endangered Lives through Ecofeminist Reading”
Dhwani N. Vaishnav
“Standing at the Edge of Extinction with Charlotte McConaghy’s Novel,
The Last Migration”
Kaushani Mondal
“Shrinking Spaces and Toxic Environments: Anthropogenic Interventions and
Implications in The Hungry Tide and Swarga”
Shivani Jha

@

:

t

5.15 pm –5.30 pm
Closing Remarks

:

8.00 pm—9.00 pm
Dinner

.
,

List of Participants
1.

d

2.
3.

t
@

4.
5.

Aman Verma; The English and Foreign Languages University; Shillong, Meghalaya;
aman.verma@eflushc.ac.in
Amrit Raj; Jawaharlal Nehru University; Delhi; amritraj490@gmail.com
Amulya K Tripathy; Titlagarh College; Titlagarh, Odisha; amulay.tripathy490@ gmail.
com
Anna Dwyer; Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame University; Kimberley,
Australia; Anna.Dwyer@nd.edu.au
Anomitra Biswas; GITAM; Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh; biswas.anomitra@gmail.
com
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6.
7.

Antara Mukherjee; Crimson Interactive; Mumbai, Maharashtra; antara94mukherjee@
gmail.com
Anup Shekhar Chakraborty; Netaji Institute for Asian Studies; Kolkata, West Bengal;
anupshekharc@gmail.com

8.

Aparna Vijayan; The Maharaja Sayajirao University; Vadodara, Gujarat; apuv1210@
gmail.com

9.

Arjun Appadurai, The Goddard Professor (Emeritus) of Media, Culture and
Communication at New York University; aa133@nyu.edu

10. Babu Rajan PP; Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit; Kalady, Kerala;
baburajanpp1@gmail.com
11. BalabhadraTripathy; Berhampur University; Berhampur, Odisha; 001balabhadra@
gmail.com
12. Bhagaban Tripathy; Saheed Bhagat Singh College; Ganjam, Odisha; btripathy68@gmail.
com
13. Bhakti Vaishnav; Government Arts and Commerce College, HNGU; Patan, Gujarat;
vaishnavbhakti@gmail.com
14. Bibhuti Bhusan Choudhury; Regional Science College; Ganjam, Odisha; bibhueng@
gmail.com
15. Deepti Gupta; Panjab University; Chandigarh; deepti.elt@gmail.com
16. Devanshu Mukherjee; Student; Rajkot, Gujarat; sanjaymukherjee18@gmail.com
17. Devleena Ghosh; University of Technology; Sydney, Australia; devleena.Ghosh@uts.edu.
au
18. Dhwani Vaishnav; Shantilal Shah Engineering College; Bhavnagar, Gujarat;
dhwanivaishnav9@gmail.com
19. Dilip Gogoi; Cotton University; Guwahati, Assam; dilip.gogoi@cottonuniversity.ac.in
20. E Lakshmi Rao; Independent Scholar; Koraput, Odisha; derridae@gmail.com
21. E Raja Rao; Central University of Odisha; Koraput, Odisha; derridae@gmail.com
22. Gananath Dash; Balvant Parekh Centre for General Semantics & Other Human
Sciences; Vadodara, Gujarat; gananath57@gmail.com
23. Garima Kalita; University of Science and Technology; Ribhoi, Meghalaya;
garimakalita56@gmail.com
24. Gitanjali Dash; Independent Scholar; Vadodara, Gujarat; gitanjalidash1966@gmail.com
25. Gitanjali Mishra; Independent Scholar; Bhubaneswar, Odisha; pcsarangi@gmail.com
26. Henna B Muliyana; Saurashtra University; Rajkot, Gujarat; hennamuliyana23@gmail.
com
27. Hiren Parmar; Independent Scholar; Rajkot, Gujarat; hirenparmar5970@gmail.com
28. Inamul Azad; Central University of Karnataka; Kadaganchi, Karnataka; inamulazad@
cuk.ac.in
29. Indrani Mukherjee; Jawaharlal Nehru University; Delhi; indrani.manshobhat@gmail.com
30. Java Singh; Doon University; Dehradun, Uttarakhand; java.singh2015@gmail.com
31. John Guenther; Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame University; Kimberley,
Australia; John.Guenther@nd.edu.au
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32. Judith Wilks; Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame University; Kimberley,
Australia; judith.wilks@scu.edu.au
33. Kaushani Mondal; North Bengal University; Siliguri, West Bengal; kaushaniz@gmail.
com
34. Khyati Sorathiya; Sardar Patel University; Anand, Gujarat; khyatisorathiya@gmail.com
35. Lajwanti Chatani; The Maharaja Sayajirao University; Vadodara, Gujarat; lajwanti.
chatani@gmail.com
36. Laxmidhar Panda; Nimapara (Autonomous) College; Nimapada, Odisha; laxmi_
sir2004@yahoo.com
37. L.P Bhargava; Swami Keshwanand Rajasthan Agricultural University; Bikaner,
Rajasthan; bhargavarajul11@yahoo.com
38. Lesley Green; Director of Environmental Humanities South at University of Cape
Town, South Africa; lesley.green@uct.ac.za
39. Lucy James; Sant Sohirobanath Ambiye Government College; Pernem, Goa;
lucylucyjames@gmail.com
40. Lulu Borgohain; Dibrugarh Hanumanbax Surajmall Kanoi College; Dibrugarh, Assam;
lulumariam@gmail.com
41. Manish Solanki; Sardar Patel University; Anand, Gujarat; manishspu@gmail.com
42. Manju Dhariwal; The LNM Institute of Information Technology; Jaipur, Rajasthan;
manju@lnmiit.ac.in
43. Meera Vasani; Institute of IT Research and Management; Ahmedabad, Gujarat;
meeravasani@iitram.ac.in
44. Mithun Mitra; Indian Institute of Technology Bombay; Mumbai, Maharashtra; mithun@
phy.iitb.ac.in
45. Mokshada Kar; Independent Scholar; Vadodara, Gujarat; mokshada15@gmail.com
46. Monalisa Das; Siddha Bhairavi Science Junior College; Ganjam, Odisha; monalisad1972@
gmail.com
47. N Nagaraju; Gangadhar Meher University; Sambalpur, Odisha; rajunn4@yahoo.co.in
48. Olivia Guntarik; Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; Melbourne, Australia;
olivia.guntarik@rmit.edu.au
49. P Kumar Mangalam; Central University of Karnataka; Kadaganchi, Karnataka;
pkmangalam@cuk.ac.in
50. Pankaj Roy; Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi; punkra6@gmail.com
51. Parul Mukherjee; The Galaxy School; Rajkot, Gujarat; sanjaymukherjee18@gmail.com
52. Piyush Raval; Sardar Patel University; Anand, Gujarat; piyushspu@gmail.com
53. Prafulla C Kar; Forum on Contemporary Theory; Vadodara, Gujarat; prafullakar@
gmail.com
54. Prakash C Sarangi; Ravenshaw University; Cuttack, Odisha; pcsarangi@gmail.com
55. Prakash Joshi; Dr. Harisingh Gour Central University; Sagar, Madhya Pradesh;
drpjoshi.bu@gmail.com
56. Pratiksha N Chavada; Saurashtra University; Rajkot, Gujarat; pratikshachavada@gmail.
com
57. Priyanka Nandy; Indian Institute of Technology Bombay; Mumbai, Maharashtra;
priyanka.nandy@gmail.com
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58. Purushottam K; Kabisurya Baladev Vigyan Mahavidyalaya; Kavisuryanagar, Odisha;
purushottamk1669@gmail.com
59. Rajan Joseph Barrett; The Maharaja Sayajirao University; Vadodara, Gujarat;
rajanbarrett@gmail.com
60. Rajashree Biswal; Art Historian & Curator, Delhi-Bhubaneswar; rajashreebiswal2017@
gmail.com
61. Rajul Bhargava; University of Rajasthan; Jaipur, Rajasthan; bhargavarajul11@yahoo.com
62. Ramdinthari; Government Aizawl North College; Aizwal, Mizoram; rdinifanai@gmail.
com
63. Rustam Brahma; Bodoland University; Kokrajhar, Assam; rustambrahma@gmail.com
64. Sadhna Swayamsidha; Indian Institute of Technology Madras; Chennai, Tamil Nadu;
sadhnaswain12@gmail.com
65. Sanchar Sarkar; Indian Institute of Technology Madras; Chennai, Tamil Nadu;
sancharsarkar082@gmail.com
66. Sandra Wooltorton; Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame University; Kimberley,
Australia; sandra.wooltorton@nd.edu.au
67. Sanghamitra Sadhu; Cotton University; Guwahati, Assam; sanghamitra_sadhu@
rediffmail.com
68. Sanjay Mukherjee; Saurashtra University; Rajkot, Gujarat; sanjaymukherjee18@gmail.
com
69. Sanjay T Menon; Louisiana State University Shreveport; Shreveport, USA; Sanjay.
Menon@lsus.edu
70. Sanjukta Choudhary; Regional Science College; Ganjam, Odisha; bibhueng@gmail.com
71. Shivani Jha; Bharati College, Delhi University; Delhi; drshivanij@gmail.com
72. Sonakshi Srivastava; Indraprastha University; Delhi; ss.11.taken@gmail.com
73. Sophie Chao; University of Sydney; Sydney, Australia; sophie.chao@sydney.edu.au
74. Stephen Muecke, Adjunct Professor, Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame
University, Brome, Western Australia; s.muecke@unsw.edu.au
75. Sukanta Sanyal; International Institute of Information Technology; Bhubaneswar,
Odisha; sukantasanyal@rediffmail.com
76. Sunil Kumar; Central University of South Bihar; Patna, Bihar; sunilkumar@cusb.ac.in
77. Swagatika Panda; Sai International College of Commerce & Economics; Bhubaneswar,
Odisha; s_panda15@rediffmail.com
78. Swara Joshi; Institute of IT Research and Management; Ahmedabad, Gujarat; Swara.
Joshi.20pE@iitram.ac.in
79. Teeju Bhagat; Jawaharlal Nehru University; Delhi; teejvreya@gmail.com
80. Tonisha Guin; GITAM; Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh; guin.tonisha@gmail.com
81. Uddipana Kalita; Wildlife Conservation Society; Bengaluru, Karnataka; uddipana.k@
gmail.com
82. Vikramaditya Jha; Independent Scholar; Delhi; drshivanij@gmail.com
83. William Pederson; Louisiana State University Shreveport; Shreveport, USA; william.
pederson@lsus.edu
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Bio Notes of Keynote Speakers
Arjun Appadurai is the Goddard Professor (Emeritus) in Media, Culture and
Communication at New York University. He is also Distinguished Visiting Professor at the
Max-Planck Institute for Social Anthropology in Halle (Germany). He also holds honorary
appointments at Humboldt University (Berlin) and Erasmus University (Rotterdam). He
was previously Senior Advisor for Global Initiatives at The New School in New York
City, where he also held a Distinguished Professorship as the John Dewey Distinguished
Professor in the Social Sciences. Arjun Appadurai was the Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs at The New School from 2004-2006. He was formerly the William K.
Lanman Jr. Professor of International Studies, Professor of Anthropology, and Director
of the Center on Cities and Globalization at Yale University. Appadurai is the founder of
PUKAR (Partners for Urban Knowledge Action and Research), a non-profit organization
based in Mumbai (India). Professor Appadurai was born and educated in Bombay. He
graduated from St. Xavier’s High School and took his Intermediate Arts degree from
Elphinstone College before coming to the United States. He earned his B.A. from
Brandeis University in 1970, and his M.A. (1973) and Ph.D. (1976) from The Committee
on Social Thought at the University of Chicago. During his academic career, he has also
held professorial chairs at Yale University, The New School, the University of Chicago
and the University of Pennsylvania, and has held visiting appointments at the École des
Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (Paris), the University of Delhi, the University of
Michigan, the University of Amsterdam, Erasmus University Columbia University and
Oxford University. He has authored numerous books and scholarly articles, including
Fear of Small Numbers: An Essay on the Geography of Anger (Duke 2006), Modernity at Large:
Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, (Minnesota 1996; Oxford India 1997) and The Future
as a Cultural Fact: Essays on the Global Condition (Verso 2013), and Banking on Words: The
Failure of Language in the Age of Derivative Finance (Chicago, 2016). His most recent book,
co-authored with Neta Alexander, is Failure (Polity Press 2019)). His books have been
translated into French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese and Italian,
Turkish and Arabic. Arjun Appadurai has held many fellowships and scholarships and
has received several scholarly honors, including residential fellowships at the Center for
Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences in Palo Alto (California) and the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton, and an Individual Research Fellowship from the Open
Society Institute (New York). He was elected a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences in 1997. In 2013, he was awarded an honorary doctorate by Erasmus University
in the Netherlands. He has also served as a consultant or advisor to a wide range of
public and private organizations, including many major foundations (Ford, MacArthur,
and Rockefeller); UNESCO; UNDP; the World Bank; the National Endowment for the
Humanities; the National Science Foundation; and the Infosys Foundation, the Solomon
Guggenheim Museum; the German Foreign Ministry; and the Office of the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.
Lesley Green is Professor of Anthropology and Director of Environmental Humanities
South at the University of Cape Town, and currently a Cheney Visiting Research Fellow
at the School of Earth and Environment at Leeds, working to build stronger social science
and humanities engagement with earth and life sciences via Critical Zone sciences. A
former Fulbright Scholar at the Science and Justice Research Center at the University of
California at Santa Cruz, Mandela Fellow at Harvard, and Rockefeller Humanities Fellow
at the Smithsonian, her research focuses on understanding and strengthening justice-based
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environmental governance in Southern Africa. She is the editor of Contested Ecologies:
Dialogues in the South on Nature and Knowledge (HSRC, 2013), co-author of Knowing the
Day, Knowing the World (Arizona, 2013), and author of Rock | Water | Life: Ecology and
Humanities for a Decolonising South Africa (Duke / Wits, 2020).
Stephen Muecke is Adjunct Professor, Nulungu Research Institute, Notre Dame
University, Brome, Western Australia and is a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the
Humanities. Recent books are Latour and the Humanities, edited with Rita Felski, Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2020 and The Children’s Country: Creation of a Goolarabooloo
Future in North-West Australia, co-authored with Paddy Roe, Rowman and Littlefield
International, 2020. He is the translator of works by Roland Barthes, Luce Irigaray, Gilles
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Abstracts of Papers
Aman Verma

Restructuring the Pedagogy of English in India: In Search of Counter
Narratives and Alternative Canons from Eco-Pedagogical Perspectives
The pedagogy of English Studies in India comprises canonical literary texts like novels,
drama, poems, essays, and life-writings. Many works in the above-mentioned genres
purport a certain ‘man and nature’ relationship which could be as: (a) man dominating
nature being considered superior; (b) nature dominating man; (c) man as a part of the
ecosystem – as equal to the other elements of nature; (d) both man and nature as parts
of the larger Cosmo-theological Great Chain of Being. In general, many texts display
the first kind of relationship aforementioned (which is of the Anthropocene in context),
where nature appears as the “otherised” entity/object of man that can be dominated and
controlled by men. Such texts can make the learner insensitive towards understanding an
appropriate man-nature relationship for a sustainable eco-system. Besides, the traditional
teacher-centric pedagogy and static English curriculum have been contested as moribund
for long. Our English curriculum has been arraigned for promoting imperialistic/
colonialist agenda which also brought in the forces of modernity and globalization—the
two forces which are now considered detrimental to ecology and natural balance—forces
that arouse materialistic greed and result in capitalist exploitation at the cost of overstressing the resources of nature. Considering the current milieu of the ecological crisis
and climate-emergency at global level, one would claim that our education now should
be radically turned into environmental activism which is applicable to the pedagogy of
English as well.
The current paper would apply qualitative approaches for a theoretical understanding
of the current status of the English curriculum from the perspectives of eco-pedagogy.
It will attempt to explore how eco-pedagogical approaches can be considered for
restructuring the pedagogy of English in India.
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Amrit Raj

Unraveling the Contradiction of Political Ecologies of Modernization and
Industrialization: An Ecocritical Reading of Homero Aridjis’ Novels
The paper explores the interconnectedness of ecology, culture, political power and
moral decay in the works of Homero Aridjis. His works portray the collapse of the
corrupt and filthy megalopolis of Ciudad Moctezuma in La Leyenda de los Soles and En
Quién Piensascuando Haces el Amor and raise awareness in the reader about pressing urban
ecology problems that we are condemned to face today. In depicting a city on the brink
of ecological collapse, Aridjis questions conventional literary language relating to the
city and non-human world and thus challenges the traditional literary representation of
nature. Aridjis brings to light how each and every physical experience of the Ciudad
Moctezuma—a mythical city created by Aridjis—gets corrupted by contamination of
some kind; gustatory, tactile, visual, olfactory, aural. He provides a scathing observation
of the limitations of modern rationality in his works and disassociates with western
epistemology by denying accepting linear conception of time and history. The circular
structure of Mejica’s conception of cyclical time, used by Aridjis, allows him to be hopeful
for the emergence of a new age from the debris of the old. Through the innovative
language employed in the narrative and through its dystopian tone, Aridjis highlights
the failure of the existing political ecologies of modernization and industrialization.
The portrayal of ecological apocalypse allows the formulation of unique imagery
and simultaneously articulates an alternative to the reform oriented emphasis of
contemporary environmentalism. He narrates the story of social ill and ecological decay
binding it together with the narrative of violence, corruption, and moral depravity; which
reminds one of the “toxic discourse” of Lawrence Buell. Aridjis’ undaunted portrayal
of the irreparable urban structure shows that the fragile urban ecology is without any
refuge from the toxic penetration. We are living in a time when the percentage of people
living in urban areas has increased exponentially. Large metropolises around the globe
have drawn our attention for being sites in danger of approaching catastrophe. Ecological
disasters have no longer remained a future threat; on the contrary, they have become
the reality of our times. The Corona virus crisis that we are facing today is nothing but
the manifestation of the uncontrolled expropriation of nature and industrial agriculture.
In this respect the works of Homero Aridjis are an attempt to effect real change as he
criticizes the mechanical approach of purely technocratic solutions and emphasizes the
importance of social relation and human subjectivity.
The paper will bring to light that by the crude portrayal of the future of environmental
and social destruction, Homero Aridjis encourages readers to abandon passivity and thus
promotes a move from contemplation to action.
Anomitra Biswas

Wasteland: Development in the East Kolkata Wetlands
This paper looks at the East Kolkata Wetlands and the entangled and mutuallydisruptive processes of conservation and construction to which it is subject. The East
Kolkata Wetlands (EKW) came into existence in the nineteenth century, with the
construction of a new drainage system and the acquisition of a dumping site on the
eastern fringes of the city, which exacerbated the silting of local rivers like the Bidyadhari
and Adiganga. The EKW were declared Wetlands of International Importance by Ramsar
in 2002; they are one of forty-six such wetlands in India and the largest urban wetlands
by a significant margin.
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Urban wetlands are of particular importance to contiguous cities as ecological
resources and carbon sinks. The EKW is noted as an exemplary multi-use wetland: it
absorbed all of Kolkata’s sewage and much of its solid waste till recent changes in municipal
waste-management. Known as Kolkata’s Kidney, the EKW functions as a natural watertreatment plant, and storm-barrier, obviating the need for the city to devote money or
labour to creating infrastructure that would otherwise be indispensable. The EKW has
supported farming on garbage and sewage-fed pisciculture nearly since its inception.
The Biodiversity Profile of East Kolkata Wetlands (2020) estimated that these processes
yield 150 tons of vegetables daily and 20,000 tons of fish annually. The area has been
traditionally farmed and managed by local fisherfolk and farmers. While this situation
continues, the Ramsar recognition of the EKW (largely due to the efforts of ecologist
Dhrubajyoti Ghosh) led to the formation of the East Kolkata Wetlands Management
Authority (EKWMA) as an administrative body in 2005. However, as Ghosh says in
Ecology and Traditional Wetland Practice (2005), the policies and practices of the EKWMA
incorporate “the oral tradition of [...] what to do with municipal waste, what are the basic
conditions of sustainable development.” As such, the EKWMA to an extent bypasses what
Ghosh dubs the “cognitive apartheid” that excludes the traditional, informal ecological
knowledge of communities that “live creatively with nature.” Urban development since
Independence has consistently affected the EKW: while initial refugee settlements were
not ecologically disruptive, large-scale construction has been taking place since the 1960s.
About 300 acres were filled in and converted to Salt Lake City between 1962 and 67;
despite protests from local farmers and fisherfolk, much more construction and urban
development has since taken place, often under the auspices of the state government.
Most significantly, there has been the construction of the Eastern Metropolitan Bypass
(variously renamed) in the early 1980s, an amusement park (Nicco Park) and a science
centre (Science City) in the 1990s; various residential and retail complexes have since
clustered around them in the following decades. However, these decades have also
witnessed the designation of the Ramsar site and the formation of the EKWMA. Unlike
hundreds of the city’s ponds, the EKW have not disappeared. Reduced but reserved, the
East Kolkata Wetlands continue to absorb the solid waste and waste-water of Kolkata and
produce fish and vegetables and support incredible (if also reduced) biodiversity.
This paper briefly studies the history, ongoing problems and current situation of the
East Kolkata Wetlands, an area that exists because of and serves the city of Kolkata but is
simultaneously imperiled by it.
Antara Mukherjee

Analyzing Sociologically the Protest Poetry of the Aarey Forest Crisis
It is true that humans must traverse across diverse cultures, beliefs, and traditions
to come to a singular conclusion, that we are all one big living organism with varied
limbs that support each other in the cycle of life. However, when we say “humans,”
does it include every single human being across the globe? What does it mean to be
“human”? The present paper argues that all “humans” may have the potential to establish
kinship with the non-human in every form of its materiality. Yet, among the “humans”
themselves, a systemic hierarchization has been established which is counterproductive
to the cause of building kinship. How should we think of “humans”/ “nonhumans”? The
indigenous, the Dalit, social and political minorities, and women living in socially and
environmentally fragile areas have been de-“human”-ized for centuries; their lands and
rivers treated as the forefront of biological warfare and dumping sites of industrial waste.
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This paper explores the Aarey forest, which is surrounded by the ever-growing city
of Mumbai. It argues that it is time to flip the narrative, so that we refuse to refer to
those othered by us, as “others.” By doing so, we might finally acknowledge the damage
we have done and are now attempting to soothe. After all, weren’t the true inhabitants
of these forests the true pioneers of the knowledge system that we seek today? The
“dehumanized” communities have survived centuries of cohabitation with mountains,
rivers, forests, and wild animals. However, the threats of today’s global capital and local
political dispensation are becoming increasingly ruthless as they indulge in meaningless
development programs leading to deforestation, displacement and destruction of eco
systems.
As Praksh Bhoir, the chief of the Warli tribe questions, “you (the privileged) call
yourselves patriotic, then why do you ask us (the underprivileged) to be the sacrifice?”
in the song The Warli Revolt; time has come for those humans, who demand kinship with
the non-human, to do the work that they espouse for. It has become very important to
understand the narratives of entangled togetherness that stem from those who have been
living that “togetherness” for centuries, in close proximity to nature.
This paper will take the lead from poems and songs that have been emerging from
and around the Aarey forest crisis in Maharashtra, India. The attempted and partial
deforestation of the Aarey forest and the resulting revolution through poetry, music, and
dance will guide the paper as it traverses through the narratives of sustainability, climate
change and peaceful cohabitation. It will attempt to expose the frivolity of the privileged
society which demands more from those who have less, who demand actionable thinking
but live their lives fully drenched in capitalistic desires and consumption. Time has come
to know and to act on the alternative ways of being and knowing (the ontological and
the epistemological). As global climate (and related socio-economic) crises escalate, the
time between discovering-knowing- and acting needs to be reduced. The power shift has
to take place across the globe, only then can one hope to build a kinship on ethical and
equitable grounds.
Anup Shekhar Chakraborty

Pinkish Bluish Green Himalayas: Queer Ecologies and Ecomasculinities in
South Asia
Ecofeminism extends the western dualisms of ‘woman-nature connection’, ‘men with
culture connection’ to inform not just gender, but also ‘race’, class and the separation of
humanity from nature. For instance, women have been associated historically with nature,
but also ‘non-white races’ and the working classes, often through their animalisation, and
more indirectly by associating these constructed groups with the body and emotions,
never reason or rationality. Ecofeminists have been crucial to understanding the
interrelationships of systems of oppression, global and local. Ecofeminism has built a
framework for critical discussions about the relationship between gender and nature. I
argue that ecofeminists essentialise men as the problem and the one dominating nature.
Ecomasculinity is concerned with how masculinities and ecologies interact and seek to
uncover and examine more positive constructions of masculinity that interact with the
world from a position of care and responsibility. Despite its broad focus on positive
visions of masculinity, ecomasculinity as a concept does not necessarily run counter
to the concerns or conclusions of ecofeminism. Ecomasculinities agree that “men and
masculinities have been complicit in the lion’s share of our global and social-environmental
problems.” Ecomasculinity, then, can be described as an expansion of the concept of
masculinity within the framework of ecofeminism. Queer ecology and ecomasculinities
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recognise the limitations and redundancies of a mechanistic, dualistic worldview. The
consciousness of deep ecology eschews all borders and carries conversations of hope
around environmental humanities for an ecologically and socially just future.
I also critique the anthropocentric-cornucopian faith in technology and the free
market. I seek to gather the disparate constructive initiatives/drives across the Himalayas
steered by men either collaboratively or singly to show biocentric aspects of development,
sustainability, livelihood and care/nurturing/reviving concerning nature. The paper
attempts to critically engage with queer ecologies and ecomasculinities to unravel the
deep ecological links between gender, development and the neo-liberal economy. Using
ecological anthropology, I attempt to broad-brush the drives of the Capitalocene in the
Himalayas. The mountains’ complex political economy, including promoting the fragile
mountain ecology to health tourism, ethno-tourism, homestays, nature stays, adventure
tourism, and the pinkwashing and promotion of the Himalayas for pink tourism to tap
pink capital. The question of development in/of the mountains vis-à-vis agriculture,
education hub, tourism, forest management, infrastructural initiatives and connecting the
local to the global economies has its limits. It compromises these critical zones and their
commons, including water. It undermines sustainability through waste generation and
disposal and increases carbon footprints. Taking an array of issues, the discussion in the
paper revisits old questions of ecology, development, livelihood and sustainability in the
age of the Anthropocene.
Aparna Vijayan

Does the Political Entail a ‘Death’ of Nature? Responses from the Canon
Nature is often looked at as part of the larger puzzle of humankind created in the
crevices of human minds, using languages fashioned by humans for communication.
Much of what we see, perceive, believe in and think of as manifesting nature, relegates
it to just an object of our knowledge and seldom as having an agency of its own. This
conscious activity we engage in or what we like to think of as a given, is where the
discourse on the Anthropocene remains to draw so much from. This discourse, which in
this paper I intend to employ more as a perspective, must be used to study and revisit the
patterns of a deliberate effacement of Nature as central to any conception of the political. I
attempt to stress upon, in this paper, an imperative to consciously read into the canonical
body of the Western political discourse which might expose the looming absence of
Nature in its seemingly present origins right from concepts such as the state of nature to
almost every conceptualization made of the political. Does this mean, the political ceases
to exist if and when confronted with this ‘unfathomable’ Nature that now needs to be
known, in the absence of which mankind awaits a catastrophe? Does this mean that the
political never quite lived? Or did it thrive on this conscious and gradual elimination of
Nature? An anthropocenic reading might just expose so many more concerns and perhaps
force us humans to radically reconfigure our systems of language, knowledge and living,
to unknown proportions. This paper attempts to explore the aforementioned concerns
by exposing this immanent lack in the political which has never been conceived of as a
possible lack by the Canon due to the sustained blindness and apathy towards nature.
This ends up in the depoliticizing of nature and stripping it off the agency to engage in
deliberations that are pertinent, about the present and the future that is unknown. The
convenient usage of Nature by the Canon therefore needs attention to expose a larger
problem of how the political is construed as a suitable space for understanding and
getting to the bottom of conflicting interests and aspirations. The paper shows how the
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Canon perhaps struggles to sustain itself for placing its legitimacy in the hands of the
human agents, when caught at crossroads by the anthropocenic discourse.
Arjun Appadurai

Matter and Materiality in the Anthropocene Era
The emergence of the environmental humanities is part of a broader move within
the humanities to explore the links between human and non-human forms of agency, to
broaden the concept of materiality beyond its conventional Marxist framework, and to
see the various planetary crises we face as having an ethical and cultural dimension, in
addition to scientific and managerial ones. In this lecture, I will develop a way of thinking
about why matter matters for the humanities, and to link the humanistic concern with the
environment to older ideas of universality, critique and reason.
Babu Rajan PP

Post-truth, Human-machine and Alienation
Post-truth, a neologism and the Oxford English Dictionary word of the year 2016,
has by now become a buzz word. The Oxford English Dictionary defines it as “Relating
to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping
public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.” Philosophically, the concept
suggests disappearance of shared objective standards for truth.
This paper is an attempt at looking into the role of digital surveillance machines in such
a post-truth climate and the way it impacts the organic human, exacerbating alienation.
Two experiences are recalled here. My one year old car was returned by the agency with
some significant scratches on the bumper after the first servicing. On my return, after
driving around ten kilometres, recognizing, it the company denied any wrongdoing, only
to confess after ten minutes that the damage was done by them themselves, verifying the
camera footage. Exasperated I said, “It is going to be a difficult world where everything
has to be documentarily proved.” The second was roughly a flâneur kind of experience.
The incident occurred a few months back when I took a usual walk near my University
campus. While walking on the public road I was asked to reveal my identity by the
owner of a house fitted with surveillance cameras, with one largely focusing on the public
road. Now let me make a precipitous intervention. Donna Haraway, considered to be a
mother figure of posthumanism, in her “Manifesto for Cyborgs” visualises a cyborg—a
cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism—which defines a technological
polis no longer structured by the public and the private. “Nothing was your own except
the few cubic centimetres inside your skull.” So says Orwell in his novel, 1984, a work
of tremendous foreknowledge, and with the latest apocalypse of the wired brain, could
one even make a claim to those few cubic centimetres? Some suggest that we are in a
post-truth world and there is no drawing back and certainly we are increasingly pitting
unerring machines against erring human. So the very questions that I am posing here are:
Has the machine taken over the trust in the human? How long has there been this kind
of a trust deficit? What is the fate of truth here? Is this the post human world, with its
transgression and erasure of several boundaries including the crucial one here between
human and the machine, which we celebrate wholesale?
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Balabhadra Tripathy

Women and Ecology: Flashes of Ecofeminism in Kamala Das’s Writings
Nature, like a mother, nurtures us. She has been a victim of torture, exploitation and
the greed of materialistic society. Humans need to understand how to live with Nature in
harmony. The great writers and social activists have been troubled by the deteriorating
condition of the environment around us. They focus on the issues of degradation of
environment, exploitation of women in male-dominated society, the relationship of
men and women and nature in scientifically advanced set up. Environment sustains our
living. When the environment deteriorates, the existence of living world gets threatened.
The writers get worried about it and raise this issue in their writings. Ecology studies
the relationship between living organism and their physical environment. Nature
or environment is identified with women in the same vein by a group of writers and
thinkers who are popularly known as ecofeminists. They explore the contribution
of women and nature to the rearing of living beings; but their contribution is hardly
recognized by patriarchal societies. Ecofeminists express their concern for the degradation
of environment as it is closely linked to their own. The need of the hour is to protect
environment and also to safeguard the life of women in a society.
The ecofeminist theory rejects the patriarchal paradigms and argues that the
domination of women by men is intimately linked to the destruction of environment.
Feminists raise their voices against the inferior position of women to men and
environmentalists speak against the exploitation of Nature by greedy human beings.
Ecofeminism is a social movement that considers the oppression of woman and nature as
interconnected. Kamala Das is one of the best-known contemporary Indian women poets.
She has always raised her voice for safeguarding women and preserving nature. Das is
a poet who focuses on the known tendency of ecological feminism in her writings. She
voices against male domination over both women and nature. She is an eminent poet who
has written several praiseworthy verses. Her significant poetic collections are Summer
in Calcutta (1965), The Descendants (1967), The Old Play Houseand Other Poems (1973), The
Anamalai poems (1985), and Only the Soul Knows How to Sing (1996). Das has also written
a prominent autobiographical work entitled My Story. These writings provide a brilliant
outline to enlighten society in the realm of ecofeminism. As a celebrated ecofeminist,
Das emphasizes the relationship between women and nature. Moreover, she depicts her
suffering candidly, which makes her different from other poets. The poet finds a vivid
relationship between a woman and nature. She has deep love and concern for nature. She
depicts the wonderful and all-pervasive role of nature in human life. Her eco-feminist
stances show that Das is deeply moved when she notices that the birds and animals
are caged or tortured. She is such a candid writer that she keeps on describing her
quest for identity as a woman. Das is a great lover of peace, and she combats arms and
ammunition. She demands liberation for both nature and women. She detests all sorts of
discriminations. More particularly, Das strives hard to combat racism, class exploitation,
colour discrimination, the plight of nature, and male chauvinism etc. Thus, she can be
regarded as an ardent ecofeminist.
Bhagaban Tripathy

Environmental Apocalypse: A Study of Anthropogenic Disaster in Pankaj
Sekhsaria’s The Last Wave
In recent years ‘Anthropocene’ has turned into a powerful term in Sciences and in
Humanities as well. It highlights growing concerns about the long-term human impact
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on the Earth and demonstrates how modern literature engages this concept to examine
our relationship with this fragile planet. The notion of Anthropocene has been extensively
employed as a critical tool in Literature from “speculative fiction and utopian/dystopian
studies to nuclear fiction, from Marxism to postcolonial literature and criticism, from
performance studies to comics and graphic novels” (De Cristo, and Cordle). Greta Gaard,
in her book Living Interconnections with Animals and Nature, argues that “a failure to
recognize connections can lead to violence, and a disconnected sense of self is the most
assuredly at the root of the current ecological crisis.”
This paper makes an endeavor to discuss the theoretical unfolding of the term in
Literature and the literary articulations to reflect impending ecological deprivation of
original inhabitants, state-sponsored dislocations and mass extinction of humans and
various species with a special emphasis on Pankaj Sekhsaria’s novel The Last Wave: An
Island Novel (2014). The novelist draws on the wellsprings of life forces; it brings to sharp
relief the mindless advance of modernity, contrasting it with a natural order of life’. Pankaj
Sekhsaria uses his debut novel as a medium of cultural discourse dramatizing rhetoric
of apocalypse through various incidents and fictional characters. The novel attempts to
give an encompassing meaning to the pains, anxiety, loss and displacement of the Jarawa
community: the ‘original people’ of the Andaman Islands and its tropical rain forests.
The dark fictional treatment of environmental degradation, the loss of biodiversity and
the so-called construction and development makes the novel a true representative of
Anthropocene Literature. The novel includes a range of voices, issues and speculations
including the tsunami of 2004. It also raises concerns on how post-tsunami climate change
leads to poverty and ecological deprivation among Jarawa community. The novel is a
literary response to his disappointment as an activist attempting to protect the ancient
rainforests and Jarawa tribals of the islands.
Bhakti Vaishnav

Praxis of Ecofeminism and Concerns for Environment and Ecology in Barbara
Kingsolver’s Flight Behaviour and Olga Tokarczuk’s
Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of Dead
As pointed out by Rabindranath Tagore in his Religion of Forests, the truth of life in
civilisations develops according to our attitude towards life and the Western civilisation
anchors its attitude in power whereas Indian civilisation has always rooted its attitude in
sympathy-unity. Unfortunately, the legacy of colonisation and the greed of capitalisation
have taken hold of the world for a long time now and the anthropocene has been identified
as the root cause for global warming and the resultant climate change. Especially after the
Covid-19 pandemic, the devastating effects of climate change on humans are being more
recognised and realised and now climate change has been accepted as one of the biggest
challenges of our existence.
In The Great Derangement, Amitav Ghosh has rightly emphasised the need for
‘recognition’ and ‘attention’ in the mainstream literature. The concerns of ecoliterature or
ecofeminism have been discussed and developed for some time but mainstream literature
has somehow skirted the issues of climate change and growing disaster of ecological
imbalance. The concept of ecofeminism, a term coined by Francoise d’ Eaubonne in 1974,
as a matter of fact was majorly absent in praxis in the writings of major women writers
till the beginning of this century. Works like Buffalo Gal by Ursula Le Guin, Parable of the
Sower by Octavia Butler and Silent Spring by Rachel Carson set the stage and tone for the
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contemporary women writers who translate their conviction, commitment and concerns
on environmental issues in their works.
The publication of Oryx and Crake—the first in the Maddaddam Trilogy (2003 to 2013)
by Margaret Atwood—in 2003 is considered to be the beginning of the era of women
novelists consistently taking the monster of climate and ecological crises by its horns. The
American author Barbara Kingsolver brought the issue of climate change in the centre
with her Flight Behaviour in 2012 by depicting the issue of Monarch butterflies. Olga
Tokarczuk, the Nobel Prize winner, published her remarkable novel concerning the mananimal relationship and the exploitation under the garb of religious practices in Drive
Your Plough Over the Bones of Dead in 2018. Both these novels capture the issues of mananimal relationship and the issue of the ecological balance. The paper aims to study how
these novels discuss and represent the issues of hunting, poaching and global warming
that have put other species in danger and thereby also introducing the concerns of
ecofeminism. However, these novels are also remarkable for their creative representation
of women who are fighters, survivors, adaptive and ready to act to conserve nature. The
paper will also study the ways in which the exploitative and abusive patterns of politics
and patriarchy have affected women as well as other species adversely and how these
two women writers engage in praxis of ecofeminism through their stories of resilience,
survival and hope for humanity amidst the era of extinction theory and apocalyptic cli-fis.
Bibhuti Bhusan Padhy (Choudhury)

The Revitalizing River: A Study of A River Sutra by Gita Mehta
Way back mankind was harmonious with nature. But with modernism and scientific
developments there has taken place a huge gap in between, due to which the Earth, which
is termed as ‘the womb of the planet’, is severely affected. The world has seen animals
dying, children dying and dreams too are dying untimely thus letting us wonder “what
were we to gain from it” and “what are we factually at!” Such a situation compels us to
rethink our compassion for the environment as we are still sensible enough to know that
nature must have ‘its space’ which would then continue her healing touch.
The question here is what is the solution? Besides, scientific developments should be
compatibly pre-shaped with a soft corner towards nature, neither remaining deaf to it,
or trying to mute it, a glorification of the nature and its role in the lives of human beings
must be made available in every mind.
Literature is an important tool to invoke the hidden passion for anything inside
and outside the human lives and it can really offer pragmatic help. In the novel A River
Sutra, Gita Mehta imbibes the themes relevant to environment concerns, and places a lifeaffirming impulse struggling against life-negating forces. She lets the mankind flow like
the river Narmada, despite transforming and changing its courses, eager to be submerged
in the transcendence. She keeps a way open to adhere to the transcendentalists who
consider nature an incarnation of God and a way to reach Him as well. She seems to
stand with Thoreau who opines, “We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves awake,
not by mechanical aids but by an infinite expectation of dawn, which doesn’t forsake us
in our soundest sleep.” She also attests to Martin Heidegger’s view: “Self and Nature are
indissolubly connected to each other and that such connection appears through various
concerns that represent important elements of continuity.” The realisation of the self
and also of the nature in the novel testifies to the very observations of Heidegger, when
actions, emotions, attitudes and approaches towards nature by many protagonists in the
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novel overcome the division of subject–Mankind, and object–Nature, and an invigorating
sense of individual consciousness is revitalized adhering to the myth around the river.
While it is difficult to comprehend the Myth, there are more than mere stories in the
novel that serve a more profound purpose in tradition and cultures of India. Many myths
go around “Narmada,” while being termed as “born of Shiva’s penance,” “liberating pain
and sorrows,” “a source of renewal of life,” “the Power to cure,” “the giver of death” and
many more, that not only consolidate the scattered existence of human beings, but also
regenerate in their subconscious, a deeper fondness towards the river—Nature.
This paper will aim at how myths—that have been called “Reality” very often by
many, and “a kind of collective dream expressing unconscious wishes” by Levi Strauss—
serve connecting civilization with nature for a respite from physical, psychological and
mental ambiguities of human beings and a kind of salvation for them which, the river,
which is termed as “an organic being full of emotions” offers wholeheartedly. This
reciprocity establishes a harmonious relationship between the two again.
Devleena Ghosh

“These stories are like fossil fuel stories”: How Not to Do a Renewable
Energy Transition
The political challenges facing any collective attempt to navigate a just renewable
energy transition must involve the acknowledgement of the multiple colonialisms that
underpin the interlocking oppressions, comprising the fulcrum of contemporary politics.
The accumulated colonial violence of interlocking oppressions reinforces, recycles and
recombines various labour processes and relations, the modes of use/ownership of lands,
ideologies, legal principles, affordances of built environments and institutions of value.
In this context, both causes of and solutions to the climate crisis are structured by socioecological asymmetries (Mookerjea, 2019).
The Pavagada solar park illustrates the problems associated with relying models
of energy transition that are singularly focused on driving down costs and attracting
private investment for the socio-ecological outcomes of renewable energy, without
taking into account the well-being of local communities. The exploitation of natural
resources, whether minerals, forests or solar radiation, is imperative to Europeanoriented developmental discourses forming a complex of the values and institutions
of modernity. These were assumed to be inevitable, universal and permanent, with an
‘ineluctable destiny to transform the whole world into a replica of itself’ (Washbrook
1997). The concepts of modernity and industrial development, extractivism and progress,
hold particular relevance for colonised and decolonising spaces, signifying particular
rational, empirical cultural practices essential to civilisation.
There have been and continue to be material connections (food, flora, metals,
medicines, diseases, techniques, practices etc.) between colony and metropole. Quijano
(2007) argues that modernity—as historical or racial capitalism—is coloniality and that
colonialism and a new global mercantile capitalist system of world scale empires are
deeply connected and share a common history of material and epistemic violence,
exploitation and extraction (Mookerjea, 2019). The Pavagada model demonstrates that,
even where some gestures are made to subaltern rights such as leasing rather than outright
purchase, the dispossession of land and the exploitation and/or control of labour power,
inter alia, constitute an interlocking economy does not challenge ongoing marginalisation
and immiseration for the communities involved. There can be no just energy transition
without a class politics from below where those most disadvantaged by the transition
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become democratic and egalitarian collaborators in the process of renewable energy
production.
Dhwani N. Vaishnav

Endangered Lives through Ecofeminist Reading
Each life is significant in the food chain and reason for the survival of the other
beings. The absence of any of them will lead to a major upset in the entire ecosystem.
This paper is planned with a view to bringing forth concerns related to extinction and
conservation of the endangered species. Along with famous male conservationists
and writers like Jim Corbett, Peter Matthiessen and Ruskin Bond, many women have
travelled and studied fierce animals and issues related to their lives and dangers to them.
Women from different backgrounds have gathered the courage to visit the abodes of
tigers, lions, leopards, dense forests, rocky hills and journey alongside huge water bodies.
It is important to take note of these journeys because even in the 21st century, female
and travel are not often clubbed together. So, when journeying is itself a difficult act for
women, a few females have attempted to visit challenging locales and break the ‘myth’
of safe travel. Their journeys were about studying ecosystems, examining threats to
endangered species and finding causes for their extinction. In this task, the local affected
communities were always in the center as contacts.
Literary publications these days are positively giving space to women ecologists and
increasing the visibility of women in this field. Ecofeminism which is now an established
sub-branch within Feminism and Eco-criticism endeavors to evaluate injustices done to
both women and nature, arguing that the interdependence of humans and the natural
world is sacred and ought to be respected. The works of women environmentalists often
practicing in all societies of the world have now started becoming visible through the
discourses of ecofeminism.
This paper aims to trace the efforts made by women writers, journalists, and travelers
in studying endangered species and their contribution in preventing the extinction of
the same. This paper would also attempts to bring out critical analyses of their writings
and the difficulties these women faced while travelling and recording their works. An
attempt will also be made to look into other related aspects of conservation which will
hopefully bring out the stories of those determined women who expanded their horizons
by venturing into travels in difficult naturalscapes. Allied endeavor in this paper would
be to find the relevance of ecofeminism in our daily lives.
E Raja Rao

Amitav Ghosh’s Gun Island: A Study in Environmental Humanities
“Environmental humanities” is concerned with “developing understanding of
ecological events as cultural phenomena.” It questions the human activities during the
anthropocene which involved man’s greed to control nature, resulting in catastrophic
damages to the life on the Earth. Thus, “environmental humanities” is engaged in
critiquing the imbalance between the Nature and the human power, a tussle between the
two being the essence of the anthropocene. Amitav Ghosh in his cli-fi novels, especially in
Gun Island, focuses on the far reaching consequences of the climate change on the Earth.
In his non-fictional book, The Great Derangement, he is quite conscious of “Deep time,” the
geological time running over the Earth for thousands of years. He says, “The events of
today’s changing climate… represent the totality of human actions over time.”
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The novel begins with the visit of the protagonist Deen to his native place, Calcutta.
A rare book collector and an avid researcher living in New York, Deen takes interest
in unearthing the mythology surrounding the ancient snake Goddess, Manasa Devi.
The story veers round one unscrupulous business man, Bonduki Sadagar, the Gun
businessman who goes back in his promises to the Goddess, Manasa Devi, for which he
is punished by the latter. The novel in fact has been envisaged in an epic scale. It starts
with the life in the Sunderbans, but is stretched to the far West, to Italy where live the
Bangladeshi Bengalis cut off from their native land. What happens in this case is that
“geological system changes [have been] terrifyingly compressed to the human timescale.”
The long lifespan of the snakes and the mythology of the snake Goddess, Manasa Devi
who has been worshipped in the Sunderbans since the seventeenth century, help suturing
the “deep time” with the historical narrative of Bonduki Sadagar. In the shorter timescale, Ghosh gives a graphic description of the national disaster which forces the Bengali
families to be washed away by floods, so much so that they sheltered themselves on the
branches of a submerged tree that has already been chosen as a safe place by snakes.
In Gun Island, Ghosh himself makes a reference to the Little Ice Age which represents
climate change. He puts it through a rhetorical question: “Couldn’t it be said that it was
in the seventeenth century that we started down the path that has brought us to where
we are now?” (Ghosh 2019, p.137). Ghosh interestingly juxtaposes the consequences of
anthropocene with what Jason Moore calls Capitalocene, which speaks of the exploitation
of the less privileged as victims of the climate change. This has been dramatized through
the story of Bonduki Sada-gar, a name that matches with al-Bunduqevya, another name
for Venice. This subtle explanation of the name sutures the first part of the novel with the
last, thus covering the epic canvas. The Bangladeshi Bengalis who became victims of the
flood and hurricane lived in dire circumstances in Italy. Their poor and meek condition
has been evidenced by the presence of two institutions in Italy namely, Badabon Trust
run by Nilima Bose and Lubna’s Bangladeshi Association.
This paper will have the thrust on the mélange of the “deep time” and “human
time,” anchored in the historical narrative of Gun Island. It will make a thorough study of
the “critical zone” of which the Bengalis have been victims in the fictional world of the
novel, Gun Island.
Gananath Dash

Climate Change and the Pandemic: Re-thinking Earth, Nature,
Science and the Humanities
Lovelock developed the Gaia hypothesis, and proposed that the living and non-living
parts of the Earth form a complex interacting system. Gaia is an evolutionary strategy and
an organism that sustains life on the Earth and also regulates the environment. In his recent
book, Novacene, he predicted the end of the Anthropocene and the coming of the hyperintelligent cyborgs, the machine-induced ‘Artificial Intelligence’ capable to transform heat
from the sun into information and powerful enough to tackle the challenge of mutation
of climate. Though early in his career Lovelock was very much critical about the humancaused climate change, the Gaia theory seems a naive attempt to come to terms with the
ecological catastrophe that we experience today. It fails to address the root of today’s
genuine concerns – environment pollution, climate change, deforestation, green-house
effect, rising population and explosions of inequality, migration, globalisation and swift
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socio-politico-economic makeover, and above all nature-human relationship. Science
and media are busy with data information, statistical facts and figures and often tell a
‘dooms’ story. The fact is that following the events taking place in recent years we have
genuine fear and doubt about the survival of life-forms on our planet. Bruno Latour, in
his latest books Down to Earth: Politics in the New Climate Regime (2018) and Critical Zones:
The Science and Politics of Landing on Earth (Edited, 2020) looks at the issues from a broader
angle–the uncertainty of life in a world facing climate change. The Covid-19 Pandemic in
particular, Latour thinks, has given us an opportunity to re-think what has gone wrong
in our rapport with the Earth, Land, Nature, and the nonhuman. In an interview he said
that “it would be a pity not to use the health crisis to discover other means of entering
the ecological mutation without a blind-fold on.” The lockdowns world over have added
an existential and one could say, a very practical dimension to the academic question of
connecting geography and anthropology anew, to deliberate on Nature, entanglements
of techno-sphere and the biosphere, and different aesthetic and human responses to the
Anthropocene.
The paper seeks to discuss how our re-thinking on Earth, Science, Nature, and
Land help not only to grasp the consequences of what we have unleashed, to ‘feel’ the
clout of what Latour calls ‘Trumpism’ but also to think of alternative ways of living and
‘belonging to the world.’ Mankind needs a re-orientation for survival.
Garima Kalita

Driving ‘Pleasure’ to the Precipice: Disjunction of Culture in Crisis
The double-edged sword of capitalism despite its pre oriented drive for pleasure at
moments sees through the double binding of catastrophe and extinction and professes the
yearning for the new civilizational process of co-existence and inclusivity among human
and the non human. But how durable or sustainable that ‘reality ‘is perhaps is the vital
question that needs to be probed here. Freudian ‘Pleasure Principle’ and the contrastively
connoted ‘Reality Principle’ are two such tenable axes that could be read alongside
the individual and collective conscious with deep subterranean trajectories now in the
contemporary time of Anthropocene! Desire, like capital becomes autonomous beyond
conscious human intervention and moves along the tidal wave of profit, utility and self
centric pragmatism and loses itself in the dark hole of self extinction bringing cataclysmic
threat for an overall tragedy. Freud cited in his momentous treatise Civilization and Its
Discontent, the dialectic of Eros and Thanatos and on the same plane brings his “Beyond
the pleasure principle,” which as he says reiterates or insists repetition as a compulsive
drive. He also refers to this principle of pleasure as the core drive that entails the “purpose
of life.” But he also poses a counter premise and that is, it governs ‘the functioning of the
mind. But what is important and most relevant here is that, as stated by him, all the
institutions of the universe are opposed to the idea of man being ‘happy’, because there
is no such plan in creation! And it cannot be realized.
So with this self-centric agenda, humans or maybe the lords of the capital could now
put up with a last endeavor to stall the self destructive victory march that would hurl
everyone down the precipice.
To revert, this maybe the same norms need to be revoked, same ethics applied to the
individual and the collective. In the wake of the crisis unfolding before the world, the
endless growth capitalism needs to be curbed by rigid social and moral code of conduct,
a rationalization of consumption, sustainable water distribution in equitable manner
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and production of renewable energy sources along with infrastructure development at a
minimum pace etc. “So ultimately the pleasure principle has to temper itself and under
the influence of the external world transforms into “the more modest ‘reality principle’.
So our contention is, the mad onrush of ‘Pleasure hunters’ needs to be curtailed, their
desire for profit alone needs to be dissipated, for a broader human benefit that would be
availed by both human and the non human. This honest partaking of the resources is the
strict imperative in this moment of crisis.
Henna B Muliyana

Climate and Culture Crisis: A Study of Amitav Ghosh’s Gun Island
through Ecocriticism
We live in the Anthropocene, an age where the natural environment is dominantly
shaped by humans. This swift intervention of humans in natural growth and environment
has accelerated climate change, mass extinction, forest fires, rising sea levels and the
acidification of oceans. We have obsessively rested our faith in technology so much so
that the damage done due to it is irreversible. Human civilization is engrossed in a belief
that Earth belongs to humans and it is theirs to utilize, which is absolutely brainless.
We are driven by a mindless desire to consume goods without showing any trace of
rationality, which has led us right to the edge of not only climate crisis but culture crisis
as well, because a deteriorating climate leads to an extinct culture. We seem to forget that
nature nurtures us only when we nurture nature and that caring for nature is an act of
self-care. Climate change has become a major concern for environmentalists and artists.
Writers like Margaret Atwood, Doris Lessing, Amitav Ghosh and others have articulated
climate issues and its impact on history, culture, people and their lives. The issues of
ecocatastrophe have always faced resistance that thwarts people from recognizing the
reality of their plight and therefore a crisis of climate is also a crisis of culture. This paper
aims to study Amitav Ghosh’s Gun Island through the lens of Ecocriticism, dwelling on the
sections where Ghosh explores issues of climate change and its impact on various parts
of the globe and groups of people whose lives have been shattered due to the impact of
climate change. By intermingling history, myths, legends, ecosystem and various group
of people across the globe Ghosh portrays the poor plight of climate and culture across
the globe.
Inamul Azad

Intersection between Faith and Environment: An Islamic Perspective
We human beings are roaming day and night around the natural resources of the
universe. The safety and security of the natural resources is dependent on our behaviour.
If we really understand its actual values and utilize it in such ways as it should be, then
only we can feel proud to be a true human and protector of the natural resources.
Indeed everyone has somehow a faith in environment, and this faith, if integrated
into religion, can lead to a balanced world where God, Nature and Man can exist in a
harmonious manner. There is not so much difference between faith and religion because
a religion is based on faith only. So there should be a strong awareness that a religion
is not only about a matter after death, but is related to the present life as well. The core
problem of our society is that there is a disconnection between the followers of various
religion and the holy books or scriptures. Consequently, religion has become a kind of
inheritance without any proper understanding of it and the growing materialistic tendency
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has aggregated this ‘dissociation of sensibility’ where we could see an ever widening
imbalance in the relationship of man and environment. The visible manifestation is a
perceived threat hovering over the future of this beautiful nature. Each and every religion
gives us a clear message, which is caring for every individual, judicious use of the natural
resources, and saving the environment for future generations. Like any other religion,
Islam has also focused on its importance very particularly, as stated in its supreme books
how a human has to be with natural resources and how he/she can spend his/her life in
an eco-friendly manner.
In this regard, my paper will deal with such Islamic hints and guidelines given to
human beings to behave with this universe like eco-friendly, not a destroyer element in
the light of Islamic books and references.
Indrani Mukherjee

Ochy Curiel on Berta Caceres and Decolonial Feminism
The present paper attempts to explore Ochy Curiel’s decolonial feminism through
her rhizomatic reading of Melissa Cardosa’s memorializing of Berta Caceres in her poem
called “Berta en las aguas”/ “Berta through the Waters.’’
Ochy Curiel hadn’t known Berta personally, except through her camaraderie
with Melissa and through Berta’s work. The first lines of the poem are, “Sagrada sal
de nuestras luchas/ Lluvia sobre las milpas/ Fresas esparcidas en todas las manos/ Vida
toda, Berta, compañera.” (Sacred salt of our struggles/ Rain on our milpa/strawberries
splashed on all our hands/entire life, Berta, oh dear sister.) [My translation]. In what looks
like a very deleuzian rhizomatic design, Ochy Curiel has often maintained that activism,
thinking, and theorising are all embodied entanglements in multiple ways, challenging
colonialist verticalities of hierarchization. She speaks from her positionality of negritude
and lesbianism, her performance as cantautora and as a professor in Colombia University,
Bogota through her relationality with decolonial feminism, economy and practices of
transformative politics. Such a positionality is what she calls as speaking from AbyaAlya
(instead of Latin America, a rebuttal of a non-indigenous nomenclature of indigenous
spaces, cartographies and universalisms). She argues that thinking is not necessarily a
result of any theory or activism and is not an individualized spatiality either, rather a
performance where activism and theorizing happen as bodily embeddedness among
solidarity groups which participate in them. Thus, she shows that although Berta Caceres
never claimed to be a decolonial feminist, yet there was a scope of relating Berta’s work
with her own political positioning of decolonial feminism. She adds decolonial ecology
to her agenda in a show of solidarity with Berta and a holding of hands with her through
her work in Honduras and through Melissa’s poem. She draws a link between her own
concerns with violence around sexuality, heteronormativity and globalization and Berta’s
concern with forms of transnational capitalism that strips communities of its waters,
forests, knowledges, and their lives. As an activist who performs, thinks and theorizes
to reclaim local knowledges, experiences and praxis which question the historical
hierarchies responsible for systemic oppression and domination, she encounters the
Lenca worldview of Berta, just as of other indigenous peoples’ imaginations, (as also of
the Afro-descendants’), that there is no separation between humanity, water, mountains,
animals, air, land, and the dead. Everything is part of life and the community’s existence
must be cared for and nurtured, not only for themselves, but for all of humanity. This
paper looks at how such perspectives of a decolonial political ecology in this context
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helps us to unravel alternative spatialities and cartographies that contest the patriarchal
structures that legitimize free access and abuse of nature; it also seeks to charter ways
in which depredation of nature and territories from hands of foreign companies may
become possible. Berta’s fight to save the river Gualcarque from being ‘damned’, led to
her assassination, setting off an intensified struggle that has today become a reference
point to build solidarities across continents, towards decoloniality.
Java Singh

Wolves and Skunks in Carol Lay and Clarissa Estes’ Ecofeminism
This paper examines selected cartoons from the extensive oeuvre of Carol Lay
through the lens of Clarissa Estes’ articulation of the wild-woman archetype. In her
landmark work Women Who Run with the Wolves (1992), Estes states that she selected
the wolf as the animal metaphor for the woman’s psyche because she observed some
common characteristics between wolves and women– keen sensing playful spirits and
heightened capacities for devotion. She further states that controlling social norms take a
disparaging view of the playful spirits of the wolf and woman alike, dismissing them as
devious and their devotion as devouring. Carol Lay, a noted Californian cartoonist and
key artist of the post-underground phase in comics, may be seen to be in direct dialogue
with Estes’ “wild woman” through her short graphic narrative “Women who Run with
the Skunks” (1993).
Over the course of forty years, themes related to civilizational battles with nature,
isolating effects of technology, and respect for traditional knowledge systems have
frequently featured in Carol Lay’s cartoons. In “Women who Run with Skunks,” Lay
effectively uses “image braiding,” a distinctive feature of comics as a sequential art form,
to bring out the varying responses evoked from the wilderness and the settled village
to an ‘illegible’ body.’ In the story, when the woman rubs skunk odour onto her body
to be more like the friendly animals who have nurtured her since she was an infant, she
becomes unrecognizable in the animal kingdom and unacceptable in the nearby village
where she tries to fit in. Finally, she rejects domestication by finding her way back to
nature, equipped with tools for self-protection. The female protagonist of Carol Lay’s
cartoon story resists what Estes refers to as “extincting the instinctual.” According to
Estes, the woman has an instinctual psyche. This psyche has “wildish knowing powers,”
which are under constant attack from the predatory cultural forces that act upon her like
“intra-psychic ganglia which pinch off the nerve to life’s vitality.” Estes explains that, in
her lexicon, ‘wild’ does not signify being out of control; instead, it connotes the capability
to live a ‘natural’ life with integrity and healthy boundaries necessary for the co-existence
of several species in the wild.
The paper provides an outline of Carol Lay’s changing aesthetics and themes. Then, it
filters the selected short-narrative through the conceptual schema of noted cartoon critics
such as Román Gubern, Will Eisner, Thierry Groensteen, and Scott McCloud. Finally, the
analysis explores the woman’s portrayal in the story as a suitable heuristic for a ‘wildly’
feminine response to the civilizational desire to control nature, attempting to reveal the
dangers contained in any cultural system that feminizes and barbarizes nature intending
to deem it vulnerable, conquerable, and domitable.
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Kaushani Mondal

Standing at the Edge of Extinction with Charlotte McConaghy’s Novel,
The Last Migration
Is Charlotte McConaghy’s novel The Last Migration (2020) a work on mass extinction
or a search for possible routes of extinction or a soul-search living on the edge of calamity
both ecological and social? Is it just a work that melds adventure, episodic thrill and
climate catastrophism? Or is it a work that undergirds an avian amour in that a long and
arduously lively journey sustains itself through a search for the last remaining Arctic
terns? Is it dreamy, elegiac, dark and often ‘heightened to the register of fairytales or
myths’? Or does it pivot around the declarative statement: “The animals are dying. Soon
we will be alone here”?
The questions are deeply relevant as each of the issues raised meshes with the
others and develops a riveting architectonic of a tremulous event of ‘living at the edge’.
Just a simple and sharp plunge to tie the knots of extinction studies leaves the novel
unattended at various levels. This paper, thus, weaves many thematic queries raised to
build a narrative of degradation, disaster and despair – an existential loneliness, a fate
that might bring us on the same ecocidic page. Can there be a world without the song of
the terns, the song of the birds? Can there be a world where humans can survive without
the birds? What kind of a world will descend on us if our days and nights pass without a
bird in sight, a chirp never to reach our ears? The paper reads through such a ‘shudder’,
the fear and trembling of standing enfaced with a world that we cannot imagine and
which yet threatens to be a reality. The world of the terns and the world of Franny Stone
speak to each other as migration and journey, adversity and circumstantiality speak for
and into each other. Fanny’s life opens up on the ship as the life of the birds manifests
on their migration from their nesting grounds in Greenland to Antarctica. Both cross
the globe: one through the canvas of a life that is social, familial, and soulful, and the
other that is enduringly ecological and pressingly calamitous. Is Ennis an Ahab figure,
the ship a recreative excess of Coleridge’s Mariner, the search for the terns a motivation
to prevent the Albatross of extinction, the deeper explorations into the dangerous waters
of the South revealing deeper recesses of Franny’s own dark past? A hybrid work, The
Last Migration, as the paper reveals teases on the borders of speculative climate fiction,
adventure story, psychoanalytical peroration, literary realism, travel fiction to make a
diffractive experience that speak about ‘what we are today’, what makes us through
‘what we have done to us’. It is deeply existential and slippery as the hunt continues,
secrets tumble out, shuttle in time operates relentlessly, half-truths and silences resonate
and reverberate, ornithology revisited and reclaimed, our creaturely being persuasively
highlighted, restlessness showcased and isolation canvassed. The paper claims that in
such existentiality through multiple levels of ‘being threatened to extinction’ we all end
up as metaphors: the meta, as travel, as migration whether the final or the final under
construction.
Khyati Sorathiya

Environment, Capitalist Development and Class Struggle in Arundhati Roy’s
The Ministry of Utmost Happiness
While Arundhati Roy’s The Ministry of Utmost Happiness (2017) is replete with political
issues such as Kashmir Insurgency, 2002 Godhra riots, anti-corruption movement; etc.,
this paper proposes to examine the novel from an environmentalist perspective.
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Roy, being a political and environmental activist herself, portrays the devastating
impact of capitalism on the environment and a particular class of people. As one should
not just be worried about the political and military issues, but also the environmental
ones; Roy begins her novel by deploring the extinction of vultures due to diclofenac
aspirin given to cattle for greater production of milk. Roy’s characters function as the
mouthpiece of those who are either silenced or cannot speak, i.e., the poor people and the
nature. Zainab, an abandoned girl-child found and brought up in Khwabgah, the house of
hijras, doesn’t let the goat be slaughtered on Bakr-Eids and then she would bring in many
injured animals, which includes the harm caused to dogs while performing experiments
on them, in the graveyard where they live. Though the characters shift in various cities,
the locale of graveyard functions paradoxically as home where they all ‘live and survive’
likely to be safe from the ‘Duniya’. Through their journeys, the novel depicts deforestation,
construction of dams, skyscrapers and factories, unhygienic conditions caused by factory
effluents, commercialization of natural resources, privatization and corporatization of
city’s garbage, and the suffering of the victims of Bhopal Gas tragedy. This process of
development extends up to exploiting not just natural resources but also those who are
well-connected with them and live in the forests, that is, adivasis. Through a letter from an
anonymous character who calls herself a full-timer worker of Communist Party of India
(‘Maoist’), Roy, who has written essays on the adivasi issue, delineates how their lands
and homes are exploited under various government and capitalist projects like Operation
Green Hunt (Bastar forest) and due to mining and building up of steel townships. When
the court orders to evacuate the poor people from their slum areas, they opine “someone
has to pay the price for the development.” The novel further criticises a particular class
of people by hinting at how they invest in projects like Organic Homes and travel in
climate-controlled cars as the protection against the impacts of global warming and
climate change.
Lajwanti Chatani

Re-Turning the Politics of Critical Zones
One of the more ‘credible’ and constantly reiterated claims of the political as well
as politics, as a discipline and a social act, is that it is intentional and reasonable, and
therefore positioned differently and at a distance from nature. Interestingly, politics is
then quickly and constantly understood and conceptualized in opposition to the category
of nature, which in turn informs what is commonly understood in terms of the natureculture binary. To this extent, it would be possible to suggest, similar to the project of
Critical Zones, that there is a distance between the world we live in and the world we
live from. However, a close look at the relationship between nature and politics/political
would reveal a rather complex and intertwined relationship. Politics assumes nature,
both intrinsic to man as well as that which characterizes the external - an external which
is essentially unruly, warlike and more importantly, incapable of regulating and ordering
itself. Nature thus, ought to be controlled and regulated through laws, laws which are
interestingly determined by and in the interest of man. As thinkers like Hobbes argue,
‘nature’ is controlled and conditioned the moment we as ‘people’ contract the state. This
is a moment which at once constitutes the structure and mechanism of institutionalized
politics as well as regards nature as lacking in terms of agency or intention, rendering it
a resource, ‘voiceless’ and representable only in the language of man. However, from a
political reading, it is also this understanding of the world we are from that continues
to legitimize the world we live in. The main concern of the paper would be to question
the essential difference and distance between nature and politics -between the world we
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live in and the world we live from; to argue that politics is constructed on an essential
reading of nature; and that it is this reading of nature which provides a substantial basis
of the Anthropocene. In doing so, the paper would reiterate the need for revisiting and
re-turning the nature-culture binary, philosophically as well as politically, in order to
begin to address the concerns of climate emergencies and ecological authoritarianism.
Laxmidhar Panda

Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey: An Eco-critical Re-appraisal
The term ‘eco-criticism’ (which has such synonyms as green studies, ecopoetics and
environmental literary criticism) was first used by William Rueckert in his 1978 essay,
entitled “Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism.” Over the years the
term has acquired several meanings. In the first part of my paper, a discussion on the
definitions of the term has been conducted, and attention has been drawn to the definition
given by Glotfelty in the Ecocriticism Reader. Glotfelty says that “ecocriticism is the study
of the relationship between literature and the physical environment.” We can apply this
definition to Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey, which can lend itself to a satisfying ecocritical
interpretation in the light of above definition.
In the second part, this aspect (i.e. “the relationship between literature and physical
environment”) has been explored through the analysis of the text of Wordsworth’s Tintern
Abbey, drawing on relevant lines from Wordsworth’s most anthologized and popular
short poems. Wordsworth’s unique position has been shown in my paper: Wordsworth,
in this poem, did not use Nature as a background. Unlike the Nature poets of the past,
who tended more towards the bucolic, the idyllic, and the pastoral, Wordsworth’s
Tintern Abbey is not in the pastoral tradition, as Shakespeare’s As You Like It is. No radical
environmental and ecological themes are found in Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey. Yet
Wordsworth, in this poem, explores the interrelationship and interconnectedness between
mind and Nature’s living forms. The analysis has been made through three stages of
Wordsworth’s growth from childhood to old age, noting down reminiscence, reflection,
and loving remembrance, and also through three key expressions: “animal movements”,
“dizzy raptures” and “sense sublime.”
The visit is not a de-familiarization, but a re-familiarization. There is little that is
descriptive in the poem, except in the early part, where the animating force of nature is
evident in the vibrant imagery. “Wordsworth is … far more interested in the relationship
of non-human nature to the human mind than he is in nature and for itself” (Garrod).
The third part focuses on how this aspect of Wordsworth’s poetry—the symbiotic
relationship between Man and Nature—got dimmed in the successors of Wordsworth,
especially in the poetry of John Clare and Matthew Arnold. Compared to Wordsworth,
John Clare has a much better claim to be the true poet of Nature. Arnold only borrowed
the healing touch of Nature from Wordsworth’s poetry, and he, however, hinted at a
new aspect, that is, the erosion and corrosion that Nature has undergone in Victorian Age,
in the poem “Dover Beach.” The Nature poems of Matthew Arnold are an expanded
version of Wordsworth’s “The World is Too Much with Us,” but the mind-matter interconnectedness in Tintern Abbey is conspicuously absent in the poetry of the Victorian age.
Lesley Green

Terranology: Social Sciences in the Critical Zone
Critical zone sciences have been powerfully brought into dialogue with the social
sciences and humanities by Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel in their edited collection
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Critical Zones: The Science and Politics of Landing on Earth (2020). Critical Zone sciences
address material, physiochemical, and biogeochemical relations that make for habitability.
The focus on relations proposed by CZ is in itself revolutionary in environmental
governance for it offers an alternative “big picture” – of habitability (which is a qualitative
concern) rather than “social systems” that social-ecological systems research claims to
document. The engagement of the social sciences and humanities with CZ, therefore,
offers a welcome and vital opportunity to exit the script of studying “social systems” and
instead focus on the material and inter-species relations that constitute liveability. This
is a welcome convergence of the material humanities with multi-species research – and,
crucially, offers an escape from an often tempestuous relationship between social and
natural sciences in terms of which social sciences are reduced to a source of numerical
data to be harvested for the algorithms that inform environmental governance in, for
example, fisheries management, or decisions on mining.
In order to advance engagement with CZ sciences, however, the environmental
humanities must engage in ways that strengthen two aspects of its current research
prospectus. First, let us bring into the dialogue what some geographers have called
“anthromes” (Ellis et al 2008), for CZ studies have so far focused on the analysis of
relations in biomes which, to the exclusion of the human, replicate the nature-society
divide. Second, an humanities engagement with what we mean by “the relevant facts”
opens up space for an ontological critique. In this, social sciences and humanities do not
only expand the available data sets (such as the application of demographics to resource
use and discards), but more specifically work to expand the notions of relation beyond
those currently conceptualised by the CZ paradigm.
What do I mean by this? An example: Relations with soil in Africa, for example, are
framed in discourse of kinship: to be a son or daughter of the soil offers a foundational
concept of earthly relations. Such a terranology, I suggest, offers a means to rethink not
only the observables and measurables, but also our account of their relations: that is, to tell
a different story of the relations in which human collective choices unfold in partnership
with planetary processes. It is this focus on the constitutive work that notions of relations
do, I propose, that offers a means to unite the humanities and social sciences with the
earth and life sciences and public health engineering, in the study of earthly relations.
This is crucial because the urgent task facing researchers is account for the depredations
of the anthropocene in concepts other than those that have given it birth.
Building on the conceptualisation of “terrans” by Deborah Danowski and Eduardo
Viveiros de Castro (2014), and drawing on Isabelle Stengers’ Cosmopolitics (2010), this essay
composes a field that I tentatively call “Terranology”: a field that, I suggest, encompasses
not only the study of “the facts of earthly relations” but the study of “relations” themselves
(De la Cadena 2016; Strathern 2020).
L.P.Bhargava

A Critical Dialogics: Plantscapes vs. Humanscapes
As a plant pathologist for over 40 years, I became aware that I was all the time
talking to plants, and surprisingly they responded, not in human but in plant ways.
Not only did they awaken my nurturing instincts, tapping into my innate ability to
love, but they also unfurled their arms to gather me up – or so it seemed! Now reading
Matthew Hall’s Plants as Person (2011) my beliefs were reaffirmed that plants have their
own psychological workings alongside their physiological ones. I agree with Hall as he
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concludes that plants too are “autonomous, perceptive, intelligent beings, that there exists
a “plant personhood.”
This paper analyses how a purely instrumental relationship with plants can
be ecologically destructive. Therefore, there is a need, now more than ever before, to
foreground our relationship with plants and invest in a more emphatic rather than just a
phatic attitude towards them; one where ethical values predominate so as to avert further
warming/warning dislocations. Our human identity may be our primary concern but an
understanding of plant ontology should not be marginalized for a wholesome existence.
Robert Frost concludes in “Tree at My Window” – “Your head much concerned
with outer/Mine with inner, weather” – points towards the Bakhtinian concept of a
“dialogic” between the two. We should not be ‘plant blind” (Wandersee and Schussler),
not succumb to a denial, exclusion and devaluation of the ‘other’ parallel existing plant
lives. This reaffirms an ongoing dialectic rather than a monologic exclusionism. For don’t
plants lend to an all-encompassing unity of nature as posited by Erazim Kohak – “To
recover the moral sense of our humanity, we would need to recover first the moral sense
of nature” and thus evolve an intermediate vision of mutual partnership?
Since plants persist in our ecology they have indeed become cultural attributes of our
‘being’ and we must view them from a “liquidity of appreciation” perspective and not
nurture a jelled negativity. We must, as Luce Irigaray would put it, ‘sexuate’ plantscapes
to ward off further infertility in life.
The paper is, thus, an attempt to look into these stances of critical philosophies of
Nature and review our values towards them.
Lucy James

Religious Ecological Traditions in Goa: From Pre-colonial to Postcolonial
Times
Across the world, religion is gaining prominence as a defining feature of identity,
and populations in many areas are asserting themselves through a renewed adherence
to their own traditions. The baneful aspect of this emphasis on religion is the rise of
fundamentalist forces, but the positive effect has been the critiquing of the simplistic
notion of the European Enlightenment-era claim that human development and progress
is possible only through Western science and rational logic. This has foregrounded the
dark side of Enlightenment Reason; its acceptance and endorsement of a discourse of
‘progress’ and ‘science’ that was antagonistic to “older ideas of living in harmony with
the environment rather than controlling and mastering it.”(Post-colonial Studies: The Key
Concepts).
As in all ancient cultures, the inhabitants of Goa (an erstwhile Portuguese colony and
the last to be liberated), were highly successful in their interaction with nature. However,
as a consequence of ‘modernization’ and consumerism, contemporary Goa is grappling
with environmental issues that are rapidly pushing it to the brink of a crisis. Mining
projects to sustain the economy, uncontrolled and unsustainable tourism, over-fishing,
hill-cutting, deforestation and reclamation of water-bodies, concretisation of natural
drainage areas, flattening of sand dunes, etc. are taking place on a large scale.
Striking a balance between economic development and conservation is indeed an
uphill task. However, controlling/manipulating nature and trying to make it benefit
humans alone cannot work. Where modern education systems, laws, and protests by civil
society have met with moderate success, it is observed that religious beliefs and rituals
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have played an important role in safeguarding the environment in Goa. Hence, despite
the degradation, Goa is still one of the ‘greener’ states in India.
This paper looks at the importance and relationship between religious rituals and
ecology through a divinization of the land, the tradition of sacred groves, animism,
sacredness of and respect for animals, water-bodies and the wilderness that is totally free
from human interference, or is used through controlled and sustainable means.
Manish Solanki

Shahrnush Parsipur’s Women without Men: Imagining Alternate
Environmental Future/s
The paper proposes to read Shahrnush Parsipur’s novel Women Without Men
(originally published in Persian as Zananbedoonemardan, 1989, trans. 2011) as a discursive
imagining of alternate environmental future/s. Written against the backdrop of the
turbulent upheavals of the Iranian Revolution (1979), it contains the interrelated stories
of five women and addresses the pressing issues related to women, culture and politics of
the erstwhile Iranian society. Each of these female protagonists is a single woman living
in the city of Tehran, all coming from different walks of life. They are all seeking escape
from the constrictions of their social life in Tehran at the time of political unrest. Their
seemingly disparate lives and narratives eventually come together in a country garden
by a river in a nearby town named Karadj. They happen to arrive at the Garden of Karadj
through different experiences and circumstances. Their coming together in this garden
becomes a turning point in their lives. The garden becomes a sort of utopia and a place
of congregation for these disenfranchised women.
In keeping with the theme of the conference, the paper analyses the novel as
destabilising the anthropocentric world-view in its portrayal of the garden’s intricately
interrelated ecosystem having the minimal human intervention. Parsipur’s meticulous
use of the narrative technique of magic realism to interrogate the Iranian socio-political
mores also offers a vantage point to consider the novel in terms of planetary imaginary
and environmental humanities.
Manju Dhariwal

Representations of Desert and Forest Biomes in the Fiction of Michael
Ondaatje
A Sri Lankan born Burgher, Philip Michael Ondaatje, writing in many genres, is a
quintessential postcolonial writer evocatively engaged with some of the most complex
themes of postcolonial societies. Reimaging the geographies of the erstwhile colonies,
connecting the modern liminalities to the precolonial archives and producing a musical
prose and poetry in the process, he describes the place, the locale vividly, making them
not just a background or a setting, but characters and agents of central action of his novels.
This paper, takes up two of his early fictional texts, among several of his writings—
The English Patient and Running in the Family—that deal in considerable detail with the
desert and tropical forests respectively. Ondaatje, while describing conflicts of World
War in the desert, talks of life, specially the life of communities, in the desert biome. In
the memoir, Running in the Family, Ondaatje describes the tropical forests as the places
which absorb and conserve the indigenous cultural forms receding from the colonial
regimes of the then Ceylon. Using his geographical imagination, a significant attribute
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of postcolonial writers, Michael Ondaatje writes about the locales of desert and forest
in a recuperative spirit. Places in his novels are habitats of cultural knowledge, secure
attachment and rootedness for communities which are subjected to eroding influences of
(colonial) modernity. An attempt will be made to analyse the texts in their geographical
and ecological significance.
N. Nagaraju

Reinhabitation of an Ancient Hill: The Story of Mahendragiri Bioregion
When Ortega Y Gasset says who you are is determined by what place you have
lived, he is reiterating what has come to be known since biblical times through the stories
of promised lands and chosen people. The land furnishes an ethic, ecological as well as
social, which grounds a people or a community. It encourages nearness, relationships
and intimacies. Cultures, as they are described in indigenous societies, grow around the
knowledges of place encoding the place to be part of larger Nature, and not opposed to
it. Sthalapuranas, as extant cultural texts of precolonial India, largely speak of such ethic
and of places on which shrines are built and communities dwell and grow. They make up
the country, the ecological ‘desa’ as a network of places. Peoples of these places develop
a sense of community which includes a relationships among various life-forms, animals
and other species included, manifesting an ethic of bios.
Mahendragiri is one such place, a bioregion, a hill in the famed, sprawling and
disjointed Eastern Ghats which has been a dwelling place of the Savara tribe since the
proverbial time immemorial. At 1501 metres, it is the second highest mountain peak of
Odisha after Deomali. Home to more than 1358 plants, many of them being medicinal
and flowering plants, it reportedly constitutes 40 percent of the flora of Odisha, not to
speak of the 640 other species that make it their home. Evidently Mahendragiri is a region
of rich genetic diversity and natural wealth.
The Puranas speak of this place, much before the formation of modern regional
identities, as the abode of Chiranjeevi Parasuram and the Pandava kings of Mahabharata
fame. A ‘Kund’ named after Parasuram, and temples for Pandavas with tribal priests,
make this place a ‘holy’ site of pilgrimage, attracting annual melas and hordes of visitors.
The traditional dwellers, however, are gradually rendered placeless
This paper looks at Mahendragiri, as a ‘conservation conundrum’ reflecting the
tension between forces of modernity and the values of conservation reflected in efforts to
declare it as bioregion, taking into account endemic species, the Puranic narrative and a
distinctly evolved art as components of bioregional culture.
Nulungu Research Institute, University of Notre Dame, Australia

Indigenous Wor[l]dings for Climate Continuities
Listen to the Martuwarra River through the languages of kin nations in the remote
Western Australian Kimberley, or hear the wind’s messages in the Great Western
Woodlands in Ngadjumaia and Wongkatha speaking Country, or take notice of the
saltwater messages of Karajarri, Larrakiya or Gumbaynggirr Country and Languages.
Across Australia, you will hear the call for recognition of Indigenous language wisdom, for
epistemologies responsive to our living landscapes, and for poetic, relational ontologies
that define humanity’s obligation to our mutispecies kindred – our families who many
of us have overlooked in our ‘race to the top’, only to find ourselves alienated and
disconnected from our kin, Country and livelihoods. Only to find ourselves lonely and
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in deep peril, in an anthropocene characterised by the four horsemen of the Apocalypse:
fire, floods, famine and pandemics.
So, to bring about possibilities for climate continuities, whose knowledge? First we
need to ask what is knowledge? And at the same time, what is a university? Informed by
Indigenous environmental humanities and education perspectives, these three questions
asked by Lesley Green (2021), can lead to significant anti colonial co-becomings for post
qualitative research (Bawaka Country et al., 2019; Liboiron, 2021; Wright et al., 2020),
de-centred humanities for multispecies justice (Haraway, 2015; Williams, 2019) and new
non-binary continua within multispecies knots of ethical time (Bird Rose, 2012).
With these frameworks in place for Indigenous knowledge systems, we will sketch
possibilities for Indigenous Worldings (Blaise & Hamm, 2020; Milgin, Nardea, Grey,
Laborde, & Jackson, 2020). These recognise worlds of meanings, which acknowledge
living landscapes and use protocols of welcome and respect for peoples of all species
including humans (Poelina et al., 2020; Redvers et al., 2020). They validate different ways
of knowing, being, doing and health (Dwyer, Wilks, Guenther, & Wooltorton, Under
Review; Wilks, Dwyer, Wooltorton, & Guenther, 2020).
Regenerative cultures of Indigenous strength (Wahl, 2016; Williams, 2019) will
not replace but extend western knowledge systems for inclusivity and new ways of
understanding old quandaries, tensions and constraints. This is for all Australian
universities to be places for finding genuine solutions to the problems of our times.
Olivia Guntarik

Landscape Literacy: An Indigenous Ontology for Reading Nature
Debates about how to live on planet earth have rarely considered Indigenous
worldviews as ontological realities. Drawing on my Indigenous (Dusun-Murut) ancestry
and work in Indigenous Australia, this presentation engages concepts of practice, law
and land from my traditional homeland of Borneo. This island in the Indo-Australian
Archipelago of Southeast Asia is characterized by iconic landscapes and plant and animal
diversity. Yet the once expansive and ancient rainforests are facing devastating scales of
species extinction, natural disasters and deforestation. I propose that wisdoms on how
to live with nature and for addressing environmental challenges reside in Indigenous
knowledges, kinship systems and values. I discuss these knowledges through the
significance of ceremony Magavau, traditional dance Magunatip and sacred custodianship
Aki Nabalu and Odu Nabalu. I am writing with my ancestors as co-authors and with the
ancient caretakers of my mountain homeland. To write with Nature in this way is to see
the homeland, mountains, rivers, sea and sky as Living Beings, in the process of bringing
them to voice. The land as ecosystem is understood as the lifeblood of the world, where
land is life, where life is spoken through ancestors who weep, sing and speak to us. To
read the landscape is to listen and to act. This is a political cartography of place that
supports an engagement with how to live in the world and in relationship with nature.
Using creative and expressive techniques, my approach is place-based, purposeful and
story centered. I weave a poiesis of place through my two homelands (Borneo and
Australia) to present a poetics of landscape literacy. This “reading” of the world engages
the environment through interactive nature walks and deep ecology. I invite you to enter
a world in motion where music and mountain come alive.
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P. Kumar Mangalam

Where Defending Mother-Earth and Quests for a Just World are the Same and
One: Some Instances from Latin America
Latin America has feverishly lived many temporalities, multiple racial identities,
gendered complexities and environmental-topographical enormities for centuries now.
Noted Latin American writer and proponent of lo real maravilloso (the marvelous reality),
Alejo Carpentier described Latin America as the most riveting theatre of racial encounters
ever in human history (Carpentier 1946). The Venezuelan historian Arturo Uslar Prieti
in his Existe America Latina? (Does Latin America Even Exist? 1992) brings out how the
vast, inexplicable and evidently insurmountable geographies of this region led anxious
Spanish/Portuguese colonizers into “madness.” The Peruvian Aníbal Quijano in his
seminal essay Coloniality of Power (Quijano 2000a) brings out yet another singularity of
Latin America: it is here that various entrapments of racial and gender categories and
hierarchies were first practiced and then universalized all over the world by the SpanishPortuguese colonial enterprise.
With all these singularities and complexities of environment, race and gender where
these are simultaneously present and are intersecting each-other at any given time and
space, I argue that Latin America presents itself as a unique reference point for debates
in the emerging field of environmental humanities. I argue that the interdependence of
environmental, gender and social justice concerns much beyond the perceived limits
of what constitutes human sphere as has been emphasized in these debates has for
centuries shaped the Latin America of today. From the earliest days of colonial pillage
and destruction of multiple indigenous communities, sites and motifs involving nature
beyond lo humano (the human) have carried forward the intertwined quests for defending
what is not merely nature but mother-earth and the very rooted sense of dignity in
indigenous cosmologies all across the region. So, where the colonizers saw a mountain
with alluring deposits of silver and gold and rushed to extract the same with all the
rudimentary tools and bonded indigenous child labour at their disposal, indigenous
communities saw the indigenized catholic cult of Virgen de Cerro Rico or the Virgin of
the Rich Mountain in what today is Bolivia whom they worshipped for the protection of
mother-earth and dignity of her children.
Exploring similar phenomena from different parts of colonial Latin America, this
paper will also discuss some contemporary references (Berta Caceres’ movement leading
the Lenca indigenous people against hydroelectric projects in Honduras and the Davidlike fight of the indigenous campesina Máxima Acuña against multinationals such as
Newmont Mining and Buenaventurs in Peru). As this paper will attempt to show, both
these instances involve cosmologies rooted in indigenous experiences where motherearth, human and non-human sediments of life are conceived as indistinguishable
elements. As such, these two instances carry forward the centuries-old indigenous
resilience confronting colonial and neo-colonial world-views for a world free of racist
and patriarchal constructs of man versus nature.
Piyush Raval

Fig Trees and Humans: The Fragile Ecosystem of the Arboreal World and
Arboreal Suffering in Elif Shafak’s The Island of Missing Trees
“It’s climate change […] Not a revengeful God. We are
doing this to ourselves. We are going to see more floods and
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hurricanes if we don’t act now. No one is going to save us.
Soon it’ll be too late for coral reefs, monarch butterflies.” (122)
In the proposed paper, I would like to study the butterfly island of Cyprus from 19742010, as depicted in Elif Shafak’s The Island of Missing Tress (2021), in light of Latour’s idea
of Critical Zone, wherein civil war has destroyed the complex but fragile ecosystem of the
arboreal world and caused immense suffering to non-human life forms such as fig trees
(Ficuscarica) leading to their generational trauma. Like Critical Zone’s definitional slogan
‘from tree top to bedrock,’ and its study of humans and other life forms on planet Earth,
The Island of Missing Trees delineates the environmental destruction by privileging other
non-human forms of life such as trees, plants, animals, birds (Amazon parrots-Chico),
insects, flowers, fruits etc. Largely written from the perspective of the fig tree as narrator,
the novel portrays environmental problems like extinction of species (chukar, fruit bats),
killing of birds (songbirds) and animals (rabbits) and their trafficking, migration of birds
and butterflies, raging of storms (Storm Hera), cyclones, wildfires, heat-waves and global
warming. Due to civil war between Greek Cypriots and Turk Cypriots, the destruction
of the fig tree in The Happy Fig Tavern in Nicosia, regarded as home by many, breaks
down the entire arboreal ecosystem comprising both human and non-human species–
birds, bats, bees, butterflies, ants, mice, monkey, etc.: “[…] wherever there is war and a
painful partition, there will be no winners, human or otherwise (190)”. Trees like pines
and cedars suffer too, yet a prickly pear cactus grows on the barbed wire fence border
partitioning Greeks and Turks in Nicosia. The Christian Greek Cypriot Kostas Kazantzakis
is a great botanist and naturalist, who—in his love of trees—tries to revive the infested
fig tree on the island by implanting its sapling in the backyard garden of his house in
London. Defne, Kostas’s Muslim Turk Cypriot beloved and wife—to hold on to her
love—transmutes herself after death into a fig tree which loves Kostas. Nature transforms
her death (strangled by roots) into a new beginning. Ada Kazantzakis, the only daughter
of the couple belonging to the third generation, digs up in her suffering, like fig trees, the
memory of her parents’ life in Cyprus: Defne considered human suffering paramount,
while Kostas does not give special priority to human existence in the ecological order.
According to Kostas, Ada belongs to the fourth group of people who are drawn to the
roots and in the manner of Critical Zonists: “You spot a tree and you want to connect the
trunk and the branches and the roots. You want to hold them all in your vision (328)”.
Thus, Elif Shafak in The Island of Missing Trees examines contemporary ecological crisis
or climate change issues. As an aesthetician who considers herself as the citizen of the
world, she links women and nature and becomes sensitive to the other than human
ways of seeing. Her novel illustrates Dipesh Chakrabarty’s notion of disorientation, a
disconnection between “the world we live in and the world we live from,” the Global and
the Planetary by talking about the incompatibility between the linear human time and the
cyclical arboreal time. Following the cyclical arboreal time, Shafak powerfully expresses
her environmental or planetary consciousness in her novel structured like a tree: roots,
trunk, branches.
Prakash Joshi

From Transcendence to Immanence, From the Spirit of the Universe to the
Spirit of the Individual: A Contextual Study of the Unitarian Universalist
Pantheism in Select Upanishads
The paper progresses in two stages. The first stage draws a theoretical background of
sorts by bringing in and briefly discussing the relevant theoretical-philosophical concepts
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from sources near and far. This is the stage in which the paper delves into the areas
that get a mention in the title—the areas of Unitarian Universalism and Pantheism, of
Transcendence and Immanence—in order to prepare the ground on which to base the
discussion that follows. Thereafter, in the second stage, the paper takes up the relevant
sections of select Upanishads to critically investigate and examine them within the
theoretical purview set out in the first stage.
Constituting the theological elaboration and theorization of the ancient Indian
animistic tradition starting in the Vedas, Upanishads are usually seen as the repository
of the concepts and ideas that have over time given rise to the major Indian religious
denominations that include Buddhism, Jainism and what is popularly known as Hinduism.
On the one hand, Upanishads enter into a sort of relationship with the prominent schools
of ancient Indian philosophy, and, on the other hand, they have a visible symbiotic
relationship with the religious traditions laid down in the Puranas and the two great
Indian epics. Often described as the Vedanta, meaning the end of the Vedas, Upanishads
contain, to quote Paul Deussen, the “theological and philosophical reflections about the
nature of things.” Going by the nature of their contents, Upanishads have also been called,
to quote Deussen again, the “the final goal of the Veda,” which can also be understood
to mean the pinnacle of knowledge. So, if the Vedas are believed to be propounding a
religion, Upanishads can be seen as the philosophical cogitations on that religion. And that
religion, going by its contours and range, should be a Unitarian Universalist Pantheistic
religion. Composed over a period of at least a few hundred years, Upanishads expound
the thoughts and experiences of several meditators and thinkers over a much longer
period of time. This lineage of meditators can well be traced back to those people many
thousand years ago who began wondering about nature and the causes and purposes of
(human) life. It would be unworthwhile, therefore, to try finding a coherent and cohesive
theory of nature and the divine in Upanishads. They carry, in Radhakrishnan’s words,
“the working of the primal impulses of the human soul which rise above the differences
of race and of geographical position.” Diversity of thought and experience, therefore, is
very much expected in them. So, while some forms of dualism find expression in some
passages of some Upanishads on the one hand, on the other there are several passages in
them that envisage a unification of all diversities of existence in the conception of a single
‘truth’. And that single truth is more immanent than transcendent. As they ponder and
theorize over the visible and the invisible, the felt and the unfelt, the intelligible and the
unintelligible, the discourses in Upanishads make a journey from the transcendent to the
immanent.
Pratiksha N. Chavada

Ecohumanism & Apocalyptic Reading of Margaret Atwood’s
MaddAddam Trilogy
Since ages human beings are constantly trying to establish their authority on nature
and in doing so have become the medium of destruction, not only of nature but themselves
too. People in times of natural calamity tend to think about their relationship with nature
and their interruption into nature and feel that they should save nature. But the irony is
that this realization is momentary and very soon people again start devastation of nature
in double speed. In the present era due to digitization and industrialization, urban areas
produce many destructive and irreversible effects on natural environment such as climate
change, air pollution, soil erosion, deforestation, etc.
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Literature as the mirror of human behaviour and activities also notes such human
interruption in environment and its consequences. There are texts available which
prophesy the future of human being and tell about the end of the human race such
as Mary Shelley’s The Last Man (1826), John Wyndham’s The Day of the Triffids (1951),
Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy which includes Oryx and Crake (2003), The Year
of the Flood (2009) and MaddAddam (2013). MaddAddam trilogy tells the story of a global
pandemic and the end of the mankind, and the small group of survivors who are left
to shepherd a new race to inherit the world. These apocalyptic thriller stories mainly
deal with genetic reinvention, corporate domination and young love. Amy Powell, one
of the critics of Atwood’s novels, said, “Margaret Atwood’s unique and singular literary
voice speaks to the greatest issues facing our current climate and resonates with fans
worldwide; the Maddaddam Trilogy is no exception.”
However, the present paper aspires to interpret Atwood’s Trilogy through the lens of
ecohumanism and apocalyptic aspects.
Priyanka Nandy

“Off with her womb!”: The Flawed Science of Demographic Determinism and
the Biomedical Consequences of Neo-Malthusian Ecology at the
Margins of Society
In 1949, the Report of the Royal Commission on Population warned that, unless
checked, the “markedly accelerated [family sizes of] Oriental peoples” brought on by
industrialisation would soon undermine the “prestige and influence of the West.” Similar
anxieties pervade the early body of American fertility-transition literature – culminating
in the framing of third-world fertility as a biosecurity risk that, unless contained, would
disrupt the “smooth flow” of raw materials to the global north, and thus cause “instability,
unrest, and international tensions.” These anxieties of contagion, economic disadvantage
and civilisational defeat, abetted by neo-Malthusian concerns of ecological damage,
materially manifested themselves in transnational “modernisation” institutions that have
since placed population control at the heart of their public health agenda for the global
south, and funded biomedical intervention of coercive sterilization, distributed chiefly at
the vulnerable margins of society. Its distribution at a population level makes sterilisation
closely resemble a pathogen, mirroring the distribution of poor health outcomes along
multiple sociodemographic indices of vulnerability.
In this paper, I shall explore how the history of hidden colonial and eugenical
underpinnings of ecological thinking has shifted the ecological responsibility of northern
unbridled consumption upon the fertile wombs of the global south, and how that has
reproduced the “socially patterned, long-standing historical conditions [of] social
and economic inequalities” in the local socioeconomic distributions of unindicated
hysterectomies amongst the multiply-marginalised reproductive-age women, particularly
in India.
Rajan Joseph Barrett

Conserving the Viswamitri: Agency and Engagement
When it comes to protecting a river which once was the life line of the city there are
forces at work in all sorts of directions. Knowledge about climate change and the effects
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of pollution on the environment is one such force. The economic and political shifts from
socialism to globalization to neoliberalism, seem visible and palpable as far as the river
is concerned in different ways. This is a contrary force which has stimulated a citizen’s
initiative around the river Viswamitri.
There are voices from different disciplines that have a theoretical concern and a
narrative to explain what is awry, be it political, economic or the postcolonial bureaucracy.
There are those the river is entrusted to as members of government bodies in different
capacities to care of the city and thereby the river.
The decay of the environment around the river has made a quick and easy solution
possible — the river front development project. It has however not been accepted by
citizens in the know of things, with the fear of what further ecological damage will be
done in the name of development.
The consciousness of being a citizen who is responsible for one’s environment seems
to be the reason for the engagement with the movement to conserve the river. There are
activists who have taken the matter to the National Green Tribunal and managed to get
an injunction favouring the conservation of the river’s environment. Finding a citizens’
voice in a world where governance is becoming more and more authoritative, does not
easily imply that the movement ahead will be easy. However, the fact that people coming
together as people for the sake of the environment, seems to have developed a momentum
with meetings and discussions to promote awareness is on the rise.
Environmental concerns about the Viswamitri have produced a group of people
some of whom are getting into the history of the city and what Maharaja Sayajirao III did
for the water supply of the city. The decay of the number of lakes around the city from
Sayajirao’s time till the present is yet a concern and a historical fact, which creates wonder
and anxiety about the future. With this engagement will there be more participatory
governance as a result of the Viswamitri and its conservation? This is something which
has to be fought for as citizen spaces are shrinking all over the world.
My paper is about this citizens’ initiative which is alive and growing.
Rajashree Biswal

Environmental Humanities, Indigenous Knowledge and Sustainable Life:
Looking Through Contemporary Indian Art
Human civilization is indeed passing through a perilous phase. The accelerating
environmental crisis is the consequence of devastating human intervention and
exploitation of nature. It has resulted in distressing level of climate change, escalation
of hazardous pollution and temperature upsurge, abysmal loss of natural resources,
biodiversities and local knowledge system; furthering of inequality in multiple levels
and thus turning life extremely vulnerable. This has been the outcome of pervasive
modernist force to exclude any form of knowledge and experiences beyond the AngloEurocentric paradigm. Moreover, it is the consequence of the hyper-capitalist and hyperconsumerist modernist vigour as Zygmunt Bauman underscored the transition of human
‘need’ to ‘desire’ in his book Liquid Modernity. This grave moment necessitates a serious
relooking and a transdisciplinary approach to contest the dominant discourse as well as
for embarking upon a new critical consciousness for a sustainable life on this planet.
‘Sustainable development’ stresses on the kind of development which “meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
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(Brundtland Report, 1987). Although the idea of ‘sustainable development’ itself turned to be a
fraught concept with its assorted understandings for different communities of human civilization,
nevertheless, the word ‘needs’ overrides the needs of the ‘poor’; and foregrounds the interlinked
implications of human actions on environment, and demands for an ethical binding of present
human causative agent towards the future generation. To have further perspective on this area,
we may look up to environmental humanities which address tenacious environmental issues
by interrogating our values and responsibilities. As any environmental problem cannot
disconnect itself from the questions of labor, justice, and politics, environmental humanities
promote novel ways of addressing these concerns through synthesizing methods from
western and eastern as well as modern and indigenous knowledge system. Indigenous
knowledge system and experiences around the world rather than bringing the supremacy
of human agency to the forefront, have emphasized the distinctive understandings of the
relational coexistence of human, non-human and other-than human.
In relation to the present critical environmental condition in India, this paper will
look into the creative engagements of three art projects through the lens of environmental
humanities, indigenous knowledge and sustainability. The travelling exhibition The
Sovereign Forest (created in 2012), by Amar Kanwar is a poetic yet politically charged
new media installation addressing the question of forced displacement of the indigenous
communities in Odisha, their right to land and the question of justice, ecological crisis
and their role in maintaining biodiversities; the other participatory new media based
installation Against the Grain by Sharmila Samant (Biennale of Sydney, 2008) engaged
with the question of genetic modified seed and its larger implications on ecosystem, and
the changing agrarian life in India; Gram art project, the ongoing participatory collective
art project in the Paradsinga Village of Madhya Pradesh, is engaging with the question of
agriculture, biodiversities and ecological issues for a sustainable life.
Rajul Bhargava

Wither Humanity?
Drawing on Rosi Braidotti’s essay, “A Theoretical Framework for the Critical Posthumanities” (2018), this paper would try to re-vision what kind of “Knowing subjects”
we are in the process of becoming. Given that we are living in an age of “transversal
assemblages,” is our growing indisciplinarity an entrapment or an empowerment? Are
the new knowledges gained in the course of an accelerated technological advancement
undermining our security/ solidarity systems or are they renewing/rejuvenating us into
more assimilated beings able to negotiate more capably the widening horizons? Will
the post-humanistic world, with diminishing natural resources, result in a cognitively
estranged scenario very much akin to what William Blake had predicted in Vala: The Four
Zoas (‘Night the Second’ and ‘Night the Nineth’) or what Salvador Dali depicted in “The
Persistence of Memory”? Are we inching towards a Foucauldian ‘dispositif’ or will we
be able to recreate a Barthesian ‘jouissance’? These are questions that plague us as the
old order crumbles splintering our perceptions, forcing us to restage our ever changing
performances?
The paper takes up J.C. Ballards’ The Drowned World (1962) and The Atrocity Exhibition
(1970) to deconstruct Braidotti’s cartographies. The former projects an apocalyptic
future, 2145, where ecoposthumanities render the world uninhabitable seething under
adverse environmental crises as the characters seize opportunities to pursue new modes
of perception, unconscious urges and systems of meaning. The evolutionary biology
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presents deep implications as humans traverse liminal spatio-temporalities. In The
Atrocity Exhibition the mass media landscape inadvertently invades and fragments the
private mind till the individual surrenders to a world of psychosis. The spinal landscapes,
though providing immediate bliss, result in a wounded profile. The narrative told in an
assortment of non-sequential fragments is symbolic of the posthumanistic inner and outer
scapes. The narratives create a moral panic about whither the world is heading toward as
Man ceases to be the proper study of humankind!
Ramdinthari

An Ecofeminist Reading of Selected Folktales from Mizoram
The sole aim of an ecofeminist is to stay on the earth and protect her. Mother Earth
has been pushed to the edge because of the limitless greed of men. According to Vandana
Shiva, the traits of femininity are suitable to uphold and renew nature since femininity
encompasses compassion, affection, giving, peace, etc. The term Ecofeminism as first
coined by Francoise d’Eaubonne seeks to represent women’s potential for bringing about
an ecological revolution so as to ensure the survival of humans on the planet, which
would involve the formation of new relations between men and women, humans and
nature.
The paper is an attempt to study selected stories from the folktales of Mizoram
from an ecofeminist perspective. I have chosen the stories of Mauruangi, Chawngtinleri,
Chawngchilhi, Ngaiteii and Kelchawngi for the study. These women put their energies
and knowledge in creating balanced relationship with nature. Their tales are symbolic
in raising the importance of connecting with nature, to solve problems and raising the
level of consciousness. There is an idealised portrayal of women in folktales. The women
are endowed with beauty, industriousness, passivity and a caring nature. They were
groomed from young age to become good wives or caretakers so that they could take
good care of their husbands who in turn would ensure her safety and protection.
Mizoram—known as Land of the Hills—has a unique natural beauty, a variety
of landscapes, and rich flora and fauna. However, with the advent of time, nature has
undergone much destruction. Mizo society being patriarchal in nature, men were thought
supreme in all matters and asserted themselves likewise. Men, for fear of being labeled
as ‘henpecked’ refrained from showing affection towards their wives. They continued
to stretch their assertiveness over the forests and nature. The mentality that leads to the
domination and oppression of women becomes connected to the mentality that leads to
the abuse of nature. The method of jhum cultivation practiced by the Mizo is also an act
of dominance.
The women in the tales chosen for study in this paper are united in their plight and
at the same time they strive to strengthen their relationship and become one with nature.
In Mizo society, particularly in the olden days, the woman was silent, passive, submissive
and obedient to the male authority in all aspects of life. No matter how tiresome her
duties and role in the family life were, her work merited no rewards or accolades in the
eyes of the patriarchal traditional society except for the opportunity of acquiring a good
husband if she was industrious or beautiful. Her commodification culminated in the bride
price her family would receive at the time of marriage. Nature and women have the same
fate, they are oppressed and dominated. This oppression begins in patriarchal culture, in
which the women are in the same position with nature as an object and not as a subject.
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Rustam Brahma

Religion and Environmentalism: Bathou as a Worldview of Bodos
Non-western or nature-centric religious traditions of the indigenous people, which
were deliberately rejected by the devastative modernist culture as well as anthropocentric
religions, can provide us with a right way of solution to the contemporary ecological
crisis on this living planet. The western modernist reason and materialistic idealism once
condemned these as animist and obliterated them from the western world, and they were
marginalised in the east. Bathou, an ethnic religion of Bodos, one of the major tribes of
Assam, has a holistic approach to physical and spiritual worlds because its followers
worship land, water, air, sun and sky along with plants and animals. This traditional
culture does not lead to the commodification of nature and its practice refrains from mannature dualism. Besides, Bathou teaches social, cultural and ethical philosophies of life.
It defines what life is, and what the relationship of humans with other forms of life or
Spirit is, and it propagates that everything is part of the one whole. It shows the Bodos
sensibility of deep interconnectedness. Hence, this religion can be an instrument for
transforming human attitude to nature and it can help to re-instill ecocentric cultural and
moral values. The paper will explore how Bathouism can be a part of environmentalism
at deeper understanding of man-nature relationship, and thereby herald ecological
consciousness amongst people so as to take care of his immediate surroundings.
Sadhna Swayamsidha

Dreaming the Reality: An Analysis of Indigenous Myths as Sites of Ecological
Re-imagination in Alexis Wright’s The Swan Book and Siddhartha Sarma’s
Year of the Weeds
Alexis Wright’s The Swan Book (2013), set in the Gulf of Carpentaria, and Siddhartha
Sarma’s Year of the Weeds (2018), based on the Niyamgiri land agitation of Odisha,
India, render fictional accounts of the aboriginal communities’ struggle in being a part
of an altered landscape caused by climate change and power invasion. Drawing from
historical events, indigenous myths, folktales, and contemporary realities, Wright and
Sarma construct what Marc Maufort and Alison Ravenscroft have termed ‘Aboriginal
realism.’ At the threshold of contemporary ecological collapse, these narratives offer an
alternative approach to re-create the landscape and re-establish the lost connection with
the environment through reimagination. This reimagination is materialized through
indigenous epistemologies and insights. These two fourth-world narratives highlight the
environmental and existential inequalities faced by aboriginals in their land.
This paper will attempt to articulate Maurice Berman’s concept of “re-enchantment”
to elaborate on the significance of indigenous values and beliefs in combating the
contemporary environmental crisis. Re-enchantment challenges and decenters the
western enlightenment hubris. Through the framework of affective ecology, this paper
will elucidate how human-nature inter- and intra-action offers possibilities of confronting
the climate crisis by redefining relations.
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Sanchar Sarkar

The Water Remembers: Eco-speculation and Hydrographic Imaginaries in
Nnedi Okorafor’s Lagoon
Nnedi Okorafor’s novel, Lagoon (2014), is a narrative of oceanic Afrofuturism set in
Nigeria with particular emphasis on the region of the Niger delta and the city of Lagos.
The narrative elaborates on the rampant petro-culture that has destroyed the marine
ecosystem surrounding the Niger delta. It portrays the crisis of the indigenous Ogoni
people of the Niger delta whose air and lands have been severely polluted by petroleum
emissions and oil spill. Okorafor’s narrative features an alien contact scenario where
extraterrestrial beings enter into a dialogue with specific Nigerian citizens. The aliens
observe the destructive ‘turbo-capitalism’ that is radically affecting the geomorphology,
climate and the oceanic ecosystem of Nigeria. The protagonists of the novel are endowed
with superhuman abilities by which they can breathe underwater. They establish contact
with marine life realizing their grievances about oil spill that prevents the sun’s rays from
entering into the water. The aliens direct their efforts to cure the disease of petroleum
that has been poisoning the ecology of the Niger delta. Okorafor has used the elements of
urban fantasy and oceanic Afrofuturism with eco-speculative imaginaries to mediate the
crisis of African nations in the face of Western capitalism.  
This paper analyses Lagoon as a ‘petro-fiction’ and engages with the contemporary
trends of ‘turbo-capitalism’ that has created a marine-scape of oil spills that has poisoned
the Niger delta region. It looks into the colossal shift in the complex ecological framework
that has influenced a new form of the human and non-human (alien) co-existence which
aims to create a postcapitalist Nigeria with a reinvigorated ecology. It focuses on a posthuman symbiosis by incorporating alien contact in an eco-speculative tropical imaginary.
The paper studies Okorafor’s narrative as an agency of change that uses a speculative
science fictional approach to provide remediative measures for the burning issues that
ravage Nigeria today. Finally, this paper will also contextualize Okorafor’s narrative as
a representative of ‘blue humanities’, a transdisciplinary approach to understand the
interstitial relation between environmental humanities and marine ecology.  
Sanghamitra Sadhu & Dilip Gogoi

Ontology of the Commons: Ecology, Enlivenment and Ethnic Episteme in
India’s North East
The paper argues for an alternative understanding of anthropocene, i.e. from the
standpoint of the commons vis-à-vis the mainstream idea that it is humans rather than
nature that shape our geological present. The episteme of non-hierarchized reality of
nature and humans, coupled with the ontology of intersubjectivity between individual
and nature that Heike Loschmann calls ‘enlivenment’, forms the weltanschauung of
the hill tribes of India’s North East. In a framework to understand the mutuality and
intersubjectivity of individual and nature, the authors claim that the philosophy of
enlivenment, which is deeply entrenched in the ethnic knowledge of the hill people
which largely draws from the phenomenology of everyday life, offers an ecological model
beyond the Enlightenment model, which however, often sees setbacks at the juncture of
neo-liberal driven capitalist enterprises. The crises of the anthropocene epoch that find a
collective cry for environmental ethics and justice across the civil society in recent times
obliquely validate the ethnic epistemologies of tribal cosmology.
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Sanjay Mukherjee

Of the Re-enchantment of Our Lives: A Working Paper
Against the onset of the industrial world, often considered the beginning of the
Anthropocene (the other far more decisive one being the launch of the WMDs in the
trenches of the Great War), William Blake – who has written a chimney sweeper poem
each in his Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience – still managed his sense of wonder
and enchantment, when he asked the question in his famous poem ‘The Tyger’ putting
the creator in the lower case and the created in the upper: “Did he who made the Lamb
make thee?” Traversing the irreversible path from the fields to the factories, we have
come to “live on a finite planet we despoil in the name of forever economic growth. Yet,
we hunger, and read the Romantic poets seeking re-enchantment,” as Stuart Kauffman
would observe. This working paper attempts to understand—through examples of
Romantic poetry (often a starting point in ecocriticism), and beyond—this sense of
‘enchantment’ that we seem to be perpetually engaged with either (and more often) in the
negative sense of being under the spell of materialist reductionism, or, as is happening
now with a renewed sense of urgency against the cataclysmic climate change, the attempt
of rekindling the sense of magic and wonder with the dawning of our understanding
that—borrowing from Kauffman again—the science-given ‘theory of everything’ formula
still leaves us with many unaccountable black holes, not to mention of hugely inequitable
societies in every nation. The paper draws inspiration from thinkers like Nietzsche
(whose The Birth of Tragedy I attempt to read as an attempt to recreate the enchantment
and the magic of life in the face of meaninglessness and death), and Heidegger (who
in his Poetry, Language, Thought not only discusses artists, art, and language, but also
has a chapter devoted to dwelling reminding us that “Dwelling is the manner in which
mortals are on earth.”), and Allen Grossman (who in his True-Love: Essays on Poetry and
Valuing attempts to find the validity of imagination in spite of Adorno’s anthropocene
maxim: “No Poetry after Auschwitz”), among others, and attempts to explore blended
and inclusive natural and cultural paradigms against the so many dystopias ruling the
roost in popular literature and media.
Sanjay T. Menon

Reimagining Indigenous Peoples in America: From Wards of the State to
Stewards of the Environment
In October 2021, President Biden made a proclamation declaring October 11 to
be Indigenous Peoples’ Day, the very day hitherto observed in the United States as
Columbus Day, in honor of Christopher Columbus who is said to have “discovered”
America. This act is, in many ways, symbolic of the changing image of Native Americans
in modern American society. For centuries, the original inhabitants of the United States
have been treated, in the main, as objects of a special duty in line with Kipling’s White
Man’s Burden – people to be civilized and provided for. The innate respect native peoples
have for nature, animals, and the environment was considered a quaint anachronism of
a feeble mind that stood in the way of economic progress. As the disastrous effects of
unbridled human activity on the environment and ecosystems have come into sharp focus
in recent years, there is now increasing recognition that indigenous peoples intuitively
understood that humanity was part of our natural world, not apart from it. Further,
showing respect for the natural world and its inhabitants that came naturally to native
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peoples was the essential orientation necessary for the preservation of both humanity
and the natural environment. This paper argues that Native Americans have a unique
role in the preservation of the natural environment and ecosystems of America. Far from
being recipients of state largesse, Native Americans can play a leading role in shaping
models of peaceful coexistence, where human activity is channeled in ways that enrich
rather than degrade the very environment that sustains humanity. This would require a
collective reimagining of the “American Indian” as manifest in our language, our stories,
our policies, and our practice.
Shivani Jha

Shrinking Spaces and Toxic Environments: Anthropogenic Interventions and
Implications in The Hungry Tide and Swarga
The Anthropocene is characterized by the spirit of domination.The natural world
has been reshaped and tailored according to human need and greed triggering climate
change and extinction of species. Large scale urbanisation, shrinking spaces, toxification
of landscapes and exploitation of resources to the maximum has brought crucial questions
regarding human intervention and planetarity to the fore; as Paul Crutzen observed, ‘It’s
no longer us against “Nature,” Instead, it’s we who decide what nature is and what it will
be... [I]n this new era, nature is us’. It is these issues of the anthropocene raised through
literary texts with which this paper aims to engage.
The first part of the paper is a critical study of the shrinking spaces and resources
in the Indian context vis-à-vis The Hungry Tide by Amitav Ghosh, the human-nonhuman
conflict in the background of the Marichjhapi massacre of 1978-79, when the newly elected
CPI (M) government of West Bengal forcibly evicted thousands of Bengali refugees who
had settled on the island, a part of Sunderbans, home to mangrove forests and wide
variety of species including tigers. This part of the paper will also briefly engage with the
controversial killings of the tigers Avni and Ustad, and the alarming population growth
of tigers in Kodagu, Karnataka, raising the issue of translocation and Ecojustice.
The second part of the paper—vis-à-vis Ambikasutan Mangad’s novel Swarga—
will discuss land toxification or what Cynthia Deitering calls ‘toxic riskscape’, an
anthropogenic challenge, and its impact on both the human and the nonhuman world.
Set in the background of cashew farming in Kerala that employed aerial spraying of
the pesticide endosulfan for a very long period, gravely affecting the human and the
nonhuman population in Kasaragod district, the text draws attention towards bioethics
and environmental justice.
Sonakshi Srivastava

In(ter)ventions: Technologies of Preserving Nonhuman Life in the
Anthropocene
“There’d been a lot of fooling around in those days:
create-an-animal was so much fun, said the guys
doing it. It made you feel like God.” (Oryx and Crake)
When Paul Crutzen ushered the “homo sapiens” into the postmodern world, declaring,
“We are now in the Anthropocene,” a transition was marked by signposting time, where
the human species mutated from Homo Sapiens into Homo Dominatus, influencing,
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and dictating the present as well as the future of the planet by bio/technoscripting their
presence on the various life forms.
This paper reads such influence that humans have on their nonhuman counterparts
by taking into consideration two key texts – R.K Narayan’s “The Man-Eater of Malgudi”,
and Philip K. Dick’s “Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep”.
A re-animation of animal species is enacted in the aforementioned texts – taxidermy
in the former and electric cloning, in the other. While taxidermy hinges on the past (dead
animals are preserved), and electric cloning on the future, the two find common ground
in the attempt to re-represent, to “restore to origin” (Haraway) what is gone, or feared to
be extinct – they serve as means of preservation.
In Narayan’s novel, Nataraj develops a kinship with the temple elephant, and attempts
to save it from the clutches of the poacher-cum-taxidermist, Vasu, and in Dick’s novel,
Iran, the wife of the hunter Deckard, grieves the loss of intimacy with “real” animals,
ready to look after an electric toad by the end of the novel. My project is to consider these
ties of kinship, and the associated fear of loss, as the launchpad of my enquiry.
The paper attempts to navigate through the ties of kinship, and how it informs
the technologies (taxidermy, and electric cloning) that serve as a means of repossessing
what is feared lost – an animal, or the entire species in the mentioned texts. Taking from
Haraway and Aloi, I aim to understand the implications of such interventions as means
to counter anthropocenic mass-extinctions, and erasures, and the possibilities that such
interventions open up to imagine “cultured” zootopias.
Sophie Chao

Extraction, Extinction, Emergence: The Multispecies Lifeworld of Oil Palm
Large-scale monocrop plantations are hallmarks of the late Anthropocene – an era
when industrial processes are undermining conditions of life at a planetary scale. This
paper examines the plantation as material formation and conceptual analytic through
the lens of extraction, extinction, and emergence. Taking the oil palm sector as its central
object of inquiry, the paper asks: How is oil palm, as plant and product, understood by
Indigenous peoples in the places where it is introduced and cultivated? What possibilities
exist for making kin in plantations as landscapes of empire? How do plantation regimes
challenge or spur movements for social, environmental, and multispecies justice? And
how might Indigenous experiences, theories, and engagements with oil palm shed light
on larger questions about the relationship between human and other-than-human life in
an age of planetary unravelling?
Drawing from long-term ethnographic fieldwork conducted with Indigenous
Marind in the Indonesian-controlled region of West Papua, and engaging with theoretical
insights derived from the environmental humanities, environmental anthropology,
human geography, and plant science, the paper examines the roles of diverse plants,
animals, humans, and elements in making and unmaking plantation lifeworlds– from
proliferating cash crops, endangered endemic wildlife, and introduced pathogens, to
eroded soils, contaminated waters, and chemical toxins. Grappling with the sequential
and synchronous processes of extraction, extinction, and emergence at the heart of the
agribusiness nexus, the paper reframes the plantation as a lively and lethal space of
necrobiopolitics, animated by multiple forms of interspecies difference, encounter, and
friction. In doing so, the paper aims to generate new transdisciplinary insights into the
contextually shaped constellations of knowledges, perceptions, and practices that produce
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plantations as projects of discipline and dispossession to some beings, and of desire and
defiance to others.
In centering its analysis on oil palm and its relations to multiple human and nonhuman actors, the paper seeks to push against the nature-culture binary undergirding
monocrop cultivation and the ways in which monocrops have been studied in the
natural and social sciences respectively. Instead, the paper theorises plantation
landscapes as multispecies “contact zones” where diverse organisms become materially
and symbolically entangled through uneven processes of extraction, extinction, and
emergence that blur the boundaries between humans, non-humans, and technology. In
tandem, the paper attends to the difficult ethical and political considerations that crop
up in storying plantations in more-than-human terms. How, it asks, do we grapple with
dreaded comparisons between the spectacular violence of human enslavement under
colonial regimes and the enslavement of plants, soils, and ecosystems under plantations
past and present without flattening the consequential differences within and between,
human and other-than-human communities of life? How do we navigate between stories
of an unexpected politics of the possible and stories of irremediable finality? What is
at stake in crafting plantation and counter-plantation stories? Who are these stories for,
whom are they written with, and whom do they serve? And how does plantation logic
shape not just the “nature” of agrarian worlds, but also how these worlds are studied and
represented through concepts and theories?
Stephen Muecke

Living in the Critical Zone: Theory and Pragmatics
This keynote introduces the Environmental Humanities, arguing for their ‘critical’
role in tackling environmental problems. This is a set of both theoretical and pragmatic
issues. We need to theorise as long as we don’t yet have the kind of world we need to
survive. And we need to pragmatically define the scope of the problems: it is no longer a
problem of globalisation, but one of taking the situations we are living in now, in Latour’s
‘critical zone’, then finding some principles and actions that can be shared from locality
to locality.
Sukanta Sanyal

Martin Amis: The Nuclear Question and His War against War through the Arts
This contribution examines the English novelist Martin Amis’s non-fiction Visiting
Mrs Nabakov and Other Excursions and the short story collection Einstein’s Monsters to
highlight the dangers of a second nuclear war and a cataclysmic extinction of history
itself, as a metaphor for dominance and the subjugation. The horrors of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki are still palpable and tangible. Despite that, the recent resumption of froideur
between the USA and Russia, the ‘Thucydides Trap’ set by China for America, have set
the stage for yet another nuclear conflict and thereby, global damnation.
This paper would examine how Amis has utilized his artistic capabilities to predict
the impending danger of another global confrontation. It would iterate what he has
shown and said as to how the superpowers, despite churning up the masses with their
war chants, actually use the nuclear concept only as a deterrence and not for actual war
games, even though that does not still discount its threat to humanity. The feuding nations
with their proclivity for war have turned common men into mere marionettes, with the
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concomitant loss of their raison d’être for happiness and prosperity. Man, pandering to
the demagogy of his political masters for power and pelf has foregone his individuality
and regressed into a febrile readiness for destruction and degeneration. An exegesis of
the situation will foreground nothing but the greed for domination and suzerainty. Does
this benefit the peoples of the world politically and economically or does it turn a country
merely into a militarily superpower is what remains as the big question!
The paper would then enquire whether the idée fixe with nuclear war has been
worthwhile. Except for the pledge of destruction and the constant threat of another
Armageddon, nuclear weapons have not served any purpose whatsoever till date, calling
their utility into question. It would be exposed that nuclear weapons achieve nothing but
to crenellate man’s mental landscape—it becomes cloistered and restricted.
The paper would finally throw the arc lights on the fact that we cannot afford to
be callow about it any further because it is more than just our own selves that are at
stake now. Amis states categorically that while the conception of nuclear warfare was
by our fathers, its debilitating consequences are now to be faced by our children and
posterity. Hence he cautions against any such dalliance which would preclude blood and
gore in their articulation and manifestation. The montage of the first nuclear devastation
is still too bloody and painful to comprehend; experiencing it again would be beyond
contemplation. The paper would be a theorization of Amis’s continuous persuasion
and entreaty for the abhorrence of nuclear war and its concomitant abomination and
repugnance through the only weapon-head he has at his disposal – that of the Arts and
his novelistic endeavours.
Sunil Kumar

Transecology as “Lines of Flight” in Arundhati Roy’s The Ministry of Utmost
Happiness
The term ‘transecology’ became popular since the publication of Doughals A Vakoch’s
edited volume Transecology: Transgender Perspectives on Environment and Nature (2020).
It has emerged as a significant concept in examining socio-cultural and environmental
inequalities from a fresh perspective by clubbing eco-consciousness with transgender and
queer scholarship. In this regard, it dismantles the dominant human perspective on nature
on the one hand, and the dominant gender practices on the other by exploring the issues
of identity, belonging, longing, exclusion, inclusion, and emplacement with reference to
gender fluidity and environmental concerns. Mortimer-Sandilands and Erickson in their
“Introduction” to Queer Ecologies (2010) maintain that transecology is “an ecology that
embraces deviation and strangeness as a necessary part of biophilia, sexual pleasure
and transgression as foundational to environmental ethics and politics, and resistance to
heteronormativity as part and parcel of ecological science and green strategy alike.”
It is along these lines that this paper examines Arundhati Roy’s The Ministry of
Utmost Happiness from a transecological perspective and attempts to offer “lines of flight”
for those who are exploited because of their unproductive socio-cultural positionings and
because of being productive resources for economic gain in the “capitalocene” imaginary
of contemporary India. The transgender protagonist, Anjum, faces much exploitation
and humiliation before finally achieving liberation from the dominant heteronormative
norms by setting down in the cemetery, far from the civilized world, to experience the
interconnectedness of her nature with the natural surroundings. Nature offers agency
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to all the downtrodden people who are exploited because of the hierarchical practices
of the society. For instance, Anjum, the intersex person, is introduced as living in the
graveyard “like a tree” (Roy 2017, 1). Therefore, this paper seeks to assert that humans
irrespective of their gender are part of socially constructed spaces as well as of natural
spaces. Additionally, in order to understand why all the marginal people in terms of
gender, caste, class, religion, region are concurrently harassed, one needs to look at
their interconnections and the way in which they are all similarly constructed from
cisheteropatriarchal perspectives.
Swagatika Panda

Submerged Existence: An Eco-feminist Study of Amitav Ghosh’s
The Hungry Tide
“Ecofeminism seeks to reweave new stories that acknowledge and value the biological
and cultural diversity that sustains all life” (Diamond & Gloria Feman Orestein 1990).
The theme of my paper is the connection between eco-feminist belief and environmental
humanities in the context of the Sunderbans. For this purpose, I have taken Amitav
Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide into consideration. Set in the Sunderbans, The Hungry Tide is an
eidetic image of a world lost under the force of social and environmental injustice. Yet,
as the reader approaches deep into this remote world there are glimpses of unrecorded
bravery, solace and care which work on the non-healing wounds of the inhabitants to
create joyous everyday songs. The Sunderbans—one of the largest mangrove forests
in the world; home to the Royal Bengal tigers and Irrawaddy dolphins—is also a tide
country. Here the land and living are vulnerable targets to the frequent assault of ebb and
water who like a pair of evil magicians change the contour of the land as also the fate of
living every week. Reaching about three hundred kilometres inland, the “Hungry Tide”
swallows thousands of acres of forest only to regurgitate the same in a distorted shape.
Ironically, the Sunderbans has also been home to displaced communities for generations.
These inhabitants are forced migrants from their native land elsewhere, turned into
victims of nature since their arrival in the archipelago and in recent times also victims of
development induced projects.
The common thread of oppression, injustice, survival, care and nurture that runs
through the inhabitants of Sunderbans, portrayed so beautifully, makes The Hungry Tide
an interesting study against the backdrop of social political assumptions of eco-feminist
theory. Noted ecofeminist Greta Gaard describes oppression as “the ideology which
authorises oppressions, such as those based on race, class, gender, sexuality, and physical
abilities, is the same ideology which sanctions the oppressions of nature.” Calling for an
end to all oppressions, the ecofeminists advocate equal attempt to ‘liberate nature’. The
Isha Upanishads, since ages has been propagating this thought of unified existence: “... the
universe along with its creatures belong to the lord. No creature is superior to any other:
Human being should not be above nature. Let no one species encroach over the rights
and privileges of other species.” Through a range of characters that vary from American
Piya to native Fokir, the novel not only explores human relations but also aims to create
an equation of different societies and interrelated forces that constitute and inhabit the
earth.
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Swara Joshi & Meera Vasani

The Dividing Khandesh: An Ecocritical Study of Khandeshi Bhil and Mavchi
Communities in Western and Central Part of India
The UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme) recently in 2019 declared 20212030 as the decade of ecosystem restoration. One of the ways to achieve this is through
tracing the indigenous knowledge that has historical continuity and association with
their region. But, such lands have been left today with histories of multiple invasions and
divisions resulted in subdued cultural practices towards nature. The historical region of
Khandesh in Central India is one such critical region. It shares a past of ‘dividing divided’
that now partitions in the states of Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh left with its people
and natural wealth betwixt and between neither the mainstream Maharashtrian nor
Malvi ruling states. The indigenous community of Bhils and Mavchis that were earlier
dependant on the natural resources spreading across the one Khandesh region are now
lurching to restrict and fixing their economic and cultural activities to one of the states.
This has obliged them to give up on traditional procurement of food and herbs used
in cooking and medicine and building houses in the close vicinity of the forest and
rivers. There are governmental injunctions banning hunting, fishing, threshing and other
activities, limiting celebration of festivals and rituals associated with certain trees, birds,
animals and mountains. Thus, the near extermination of the indigenous human-nature
bond today is standing on the verge of extinction.
In this paper, we discuss two such regional novels named Aador and Tatya written
in the Marathi language by Najubai Gavit and Baba Bhand respectively. Aador presents
the customary world of the Mavchi and Bhil tribes living in the Sakri taluka of Dhulia
district of Maharashtra. The novel comprises incidences concerned with the fragility of
the thread that ties several different orders: the family tree, the female line of labour and
care and the aesthetic genre that binds human-nature together. Though the novel was
written in the 90’s the issues it depicts, such as proliferation of industrial monocultures
by extractive enterprises, forced appropriation of indigenous territory leading to culturenature divide and double exploitation of land and human bodies, are problems still
relevant in these times of globalization and climate change. The second novel, Tatya by
Baba Bhand, is the portrayal of the life story of one of the unsung Bhil freedom fighters
Tantya Mama or Robinhood of India. This novel touches upon the theme of ecojustice and
ecological theory and discusses issues such as exploitation by zamindari system, poverty,
caste and class stratification and climatic changes resulting in crop failure. Glorified
accounts of how the Bhils sustained their struggle against the British army for ten long
years with the help of their traditional weapon, strategies and deep knowledge of forest is
the highlight of the novel that needs to be read. Thus, through the inferences drawn from
close reading of the above two selected novels, further attempts are made to examine
the real life situation in the present day Khandesh by interviewing the Bhil and Mavchi
communities on the field and analyse the Nature-Culture bond and their sustainability
and challenges in the current techno savvy world. The study also attempts to analyse the
impact of the government policies implemented in Khandesh.
Teeju Bhagat

Deconstructing the Rhetoric of Modernity through an Ecocritical Reading of
Gioconda Belli’s Waslala
This research proposes to unmask the rhetoric of the techno-economic rationality of
modernization and development, through the ecocritical reading of Gioconda Belli’s novel
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Waslala. Belli’s novel highlights many elements central to the current environmentalist
debate including the role of community, sustainable way of living, conceptions of space
and place, and local versus global legitimacies of environmental activism. This paper will
argue that the unjust pressure upon underdeveloped nations to achieve the idea of forced
conservationism, is a form of anti-developmentalist neo-imperialism, that represents
unequal power relations, underlying hypocrisy and the actual state of globalized political
exploitation of the third world by the first world. Belli’s novel provides a fictional and
mythical ecological utopia or Ecotopia of an ideal, ecologically-responsible community
called Waslala that serves as a metafiction. However, the concept of Waslala in the
fictional Central American country of Fagua, acts as an ecotopia outside the realm of
fictional worlds that gives an alternative to the logic of development. Waslala’s ecological
purity is such that it is defined as a magical and spiritual place that exists as a rift in
time-space. Apart from the environmental problems and economic disparity, Belli’s
work also focuses on the resistance of the Mayan community, the illegal drug trafficking
cartel of the Espada Brothers, and the quest of Melisandra and Raphael to search for the
mythical land of Waslala. The research will bring to light that the adverse effects of waste
disposal problem, under the neoliberal capitalist consumerism, on the environmentally
dispossessed people in Fagua actually acts as a metaphor for the current environmental
problems in the global south. This paper will also highlight the role of ecotopian fictions
in the ongoing ecological debate and will explore the relationship between ethical
advocacy and the literary qualities of environmentalist fiction that can help understand
critical perspectives regarding environmentalism and raise consciousness about surviving
environmental problems.
Tonisha Guin

From Uncanny to Opaque: Gazing at the Sunderbans in
Non-Dichotomous Ways
This paper foregrounds the need to locate environmental discourses within the
cultural mediations that produce, inflect and inform them. A significant part of the
scientific, academic discourses and mainstream representations of endangered biospheres
like the Sunderbans in West Bengal, India are, for instance, shaped around identity
projects that deeply influence the symbolic meanings associated with the material reality
of spaces. The state capital of Kolkata is often imagined as the polar opposite of the
Badabon of the Sunderbans in mainstream Bengali representations. Tracking mainstream
and marginalised identity projects to see how they attach symbolic meanings to space,
and how these in turn work towards altering not just the ways in which the space is
perceived, but also its physical, topographical configurations is thus important.
This paper takes up Sy Montgomery’s The Spell of the Tiger to map three conflicting
gazes at work within the narrative when it comes to the way the space of the Sunderbans
is perceived (the word ‘gaze’ here denotes the political, power inflected act of looking
rather than merely neutral observation). In the text, we find first person accounts of the
white author-narrator, bhadralok wildlife conservationists and government officials from
Kolkata, and locals: wood and honey collecters, guides, forest officials (especially forest
guards working the Indian side of the Sunderbans area.) While one must acknowledge
that there must be some distortions in the fact of Montgomery recounting their stories
(and not following the Bengali language very well), perhaps the fact that despite any of
these distortions, they are reported in direct speech is itself crucial.
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My previous work has examined the ways in which not only the wilderness of
Sunderbans (imagined as the polar opposite of civilization embodied in spaces like
Kolkata), but also the human population sharing it with its flora and fauna tend to be
fetishisized and otherised in mainstream Bhadralok imaginaries. Studying Montgomery’s
book is a fascinating exercise because on one hand, it reinforces polarisations of self/other,
insider/outsider, inhabitant of Sunderban/city, especially Kolkata bhadralok, and, on a
broader scale Global North/Global South binaries; on the other, even as it highlights these
dichotomies, it destabilises and sometimes subverts them in favour of the liminalities that
surface in their wake. The spaces—landmass, water-bodies—of the Sunderbans are never
purely manmade or natural, they are always, simultaneously, both. The milieu its human
and nonhuman inhabitants occupy in their quotidian lives follows suit. Arguably, we see
a gradient shift from tourist and/or outsider-academic gaze that perceives the Sunderbans
and its inhabitants as uncanny, to the opaque representations of locals of their life stories.
Identifying the liminalities suspended in-between this shift, especially in mainstream
narratives like Montgomery’s, serves a crucial function in the extant discourses around
the lived, entangled realities of this delta and its increasingly disenfranchised inhabitants
William D. Pederson

America’s First Green President: Abraham Lincoln
Theodore Roosevelt is typically credited as being the first, in today’s parlance,
“green” U.S. president, an accolade more accurately applied to Abraham Lincoln, one
of Roosevelt’s personal political heroes. Lincoln never focused on attaining material
wealth beyond providing for his own family. His legal practice took a backseat to politics,
where Lincoln derived his greatest satisfaction from crafting solutions to political issues.
The Great Emancipator advanced “the greening” of U.S. society by signing a series
of legislative acts that were the framework that collectively transformed America’s
democratic experiment in government. The acts included establishment of a national
department of agriculture to support scientific farming, the Land Grant College Act to
make higher education feasible for an emerging middle class, and the incorporation
of the National Academy of Sciences. In 1864, he signed into law a pioneering green
initiative, the Yosemite Valley Act, a fledgling conservation measure and the genesis of
today’s U.S. national park system. Lincoln contemplated nature, including human nature.
Absent dictator tendencies, he promoted new initiatives in international law that led to
the Geneva Conventions’ protections of both civilians and prisoners of war. Watching the
raw power of Niagara Falls left him spellbound. Even during the Civil War he sometimes
stopped to admire large forest trees. His interest in nature was not confined to terra firma.
An amateur astronomer who has an asteroid named for him, Lincoln one night left the
White House to visit the nearby U.S. Naval Observatory where he peered at the heavens
through its powerful new telescope. Lincoln’s democratic values echoed his commitment
to the greening of individuals, society, and the environment.
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FCT Conference@24: A Retrospective Glance
Postcolonialism and the Discourse of Marginality, 1998

Convener: Sura P. Rath, Louisiana State University, Shreveport
Collaboration: Berhampur University, Odisha
Venue: Gopalpur-on-Sea, Odisha

Theory at the End of the Millennium, 1999

Keynote Speaker: Fred Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame
Collaboration: Vidya Bhawan Rural Institute, Udaipur
Venue: Udaipur, Rajasthan

The Future of Tradition, 2000

Keynote Speaker: Fred Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame
Regional Text in Focus: Laya Bilaya / High Tide, Ebb Tide by Gopinath
Mohanty (Odia)
Collaboration: Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University,
Aurangabad, with partial support from Kendra Sahitya Akademi
Venue: Aurangabad, Maharashtra

The Ethical Turn in Literary and Cultural Studies, 2001

Inaugural Address: Sitakant Mahapatra, Odia Poet
Keynote Speaker: J. N. Mohanty, Temple University, Philadelphia
Regional Text in Focus: Samskara by U. R. Ananthamurthy (Kannada)
Collaboration: Louisiana State University, Shreveport & Utkal University of Culture,
Bhubaneswar
Venue: Konark, Odisha

Constructing Identities: Local and Global, 2002

Keynote Speaker: Fred Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame
Regional Text in Focus: Yaruingam by Birendra Kumar Bhattacharya
(Assamese)
Collaboration: Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages, Shillong
Venue: Shillong, Meghalaya

Rethinking Modernity, 2003

Keynote Speaker: R. Radhakrishnan, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Regional Text in Focus: Suraj Ka Satwan Ghoda by Dharamvir Bharati (Hindi)
Collaboration: Rajasthan University, Jaipur
Venue: Jaipur, Rajasthan

		
		
		
		
		

Dialogics of Cultural Encounters, 2004

Keynote Speaker: Gaurav Desai, Tulane University, New Orleans
Regional Text in Focus: Kanyasulkam by Gurajada Venkata Appa Rao (Telugu)
Collaboration: Andhra University, Visakhapatnam
Venue: Visakhapatanam, Andhra Pradesh

The Art and Politics of Subversion: Theory in a Counter Mode, 2005

Inaugural Address: Girish Karnad
Keynote Speakers: Martin Jay & Catherine Gallagher, University of California at Berkeley
Regional Text in Focus: Tale-Danda by Girish Karnad (Kannada)
Collaboration: Mangalore University, Mangalore
Venue: Mangalore, Karnataka
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Knowledge-Systems in a Climate of Creativity: Indian Perspectives, 2006
Inaugural Address: Jagat Mehta
Keynote Speaker: Sheldon Pollock, Columbia University
Regional Text in Focus: Hind Swaraj by M. K. Gandhi (Gujarati & English)
Collaboration: Vidya Bhawan Rural Institute, Udaipur
Venue: Udaipur, Rajasthan

Thinking Territory: Affect and Attachment towards Land in South Asia, 2007
Convener: Sumathi Ramaswamy, University of Michigan
Keynote Speaker: Dipesh Chakrabarty, University of Chicago
Regional Text in Focus: Acchev / The Upheaval by Pundalik Nayak (Konkani)
Collaboration: Goa University
Venue: Goa

Democracy in Our Time: The Past and Future of the Enlightenment, 2008
Convener: Akeel Bilgrami, Columbia University
Inaugural Address: Fred Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame
Keynote Speaker: David Bromwich, Yale University
Regional Text in Focus: Raag Darbari by Srilal Shukla (Hindi)
Collaboration: Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi
Venue: Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh

The Political Economy of Social Division: Race, Gender, Class, 2009

Convener: Abdul R. JanMohamed, University of California at Berkeley
Keynote Speaker: Hortense Spillers, Vanderbilt University
Regional Texts in Focus: Indulekha by Oyyarathu Chandu Menon (Malayalam)
& Parangodi Parinayam by Kizhakkepattu Ramankutty Menon (Malayalam)
Collaboration: Samyukta: A Journal of Women’s Studies and the University of Kerala
Venue: Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

The Virtual Transformation of the Public Sphere, 2010

Convener: Gaurav Desai, Tulane University
Keynote Speaker: Nicholas D. Mirzoeff, New York University
Regional Text in Focus: Unhoye/ The Survivors by Gurdial Singh (Punjabi)
Collaboration: Panjab University, Chandigarh
Venue: Chandigarh

Transcending Disciplinary Decadence: Exploring Challenges of Teaching, Scholarship,
and Research in the Humanities and the Social Sciences, 2011
Convener: Lewis R. Gordon, Temple University
Keynote Speaker: Arjun Appadurai, New York University
Regional Text in Focus: Godan by Premchand (Hindi)
Collaboration: The IIS University, Jaipur
Venue: Jaipur, Rajasthan
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Media and Utopia: Imagination, History, Technology, 2012

Convener: Arvind Rajagopal, New York University
Inaugural Address: Satyanand Mishra, Chief Information Commissioner,
Government of India
Keynote Speakers:
 Arjun Appadurai, New York University
 Matthew Connelly, Columbia University
 Christopher Pinney, University College London
Regional Text in Focus: Chha Mana Atha Guntha / Six Acres and a Third by Fakir
Mohan Senapati (Odia)
Collaboration: University of Allahabad
Venue: Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh

Translation, Comparatism and the Global South, 2013

Convener: S. Shankar,University of Hawai’i at Manoa
Keynote Speakers:
 Simon Gikandi, Princeton University
 R.Radhakrishnan, University of California at Irvine
Regional Text in Focus: The Guide by R. K. Narayan (English)
Collaboration: University of Mysore, Mysore
Venue: Mysore, Karnataka

Re-Imagining Theory: Towards New Horizons in the Humanities and the
Social Sciences, 2014 (FCT Silver Jubilee Conference)
Convener: R. Radhakrishnan, University of California at Irvine
Keynote Speakers:
 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Columbia University
 Arjun Appadurai, New York University
 Gauri Viswanathan, Columbia University
Regional Text in Focus: Annihilation of Caste by B.R.Ambedkar (English)
Collaboration: International Lincoln Centre for American Studies, Louisiana
State University, Shreveport
Venue: Goa

The Wider Significance of Nature, 2015

Convener: Akeel Bilgrami, Columbia University
Inaugural Address: Justice Dipak Misra, Supreme Court of India
Keynote Speakers:
 Akeel Bilgrami, Columbia University
 Nikolas Kompridis, Institute for Social Justice, Australian Catholic
University
 Allison Weir, Institute for Social Justice, Australian Catholic University
Regional Text in Focus: Relationship by Jayanta Mahapatra (English)
Collaboration: Ravenshaw University, Cuttack, Odisha
Venue: Cuttack, Odisha

Materialities: Objects, Matters, Things, 2016

Convener: Bill Brown, University of Chicago
Keynote Speakers:
 Bill Brown, University of Chicago
 Sara Guyer, University of Wisconsin-Madison & President, Consortium of
Humanities Centers and Institutes
Regional Text in Focus: The Everest Hotel: A Calendar by Irwin Allan Sealy
(English)
Collaboration: Doon University, Dehradun
Venue: Dehradun, Uttarakhand
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The Humanities across Cultures, 2017

Conveners: Simon Gikandi, Princeton University & Bishnu N. Mohapatra,
Forum on Contemporary Theory
Inaugural Address: Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Columbia University
Keynote Speakers:
 Simon Gikandi, Princeton University
 Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, Stanford University
Regional Text in Focus: The Last Brahmin by Rani Siva Sankara Sarma (Telugu)
Collaboration: Louisiana State University, Shreveport & Princeton African Humanities
Colloquium, Princeton University
Venue: Gopalpur-on-Sea, Odisha

Revisiting Cosmopolitanism, 2018

Conveners: Galin Tihanov (Queen Mary University of London) & Bruce Robbins
(Columbia University)
Felicitation Address: Jayanta Mahapatra
Keynote Speakers:
 Bruce Robbins, Columbia University
 Galin Tihanov, Queen Mary University of London
Regional Text in Focus: Ghare Baire (The Home and the World) by Rabindranath
Tagore (Bengali)
Collaboration: Louisiana State University, Shreveport
Venue: Puri, Odisha

Global South Cultural Production and Dialogue, 2019

Conveners: Walter D. Mignolo, Duke University & D. Venkat Rao, EFLU (Hyderabad)
Keynote Speakers:
 Walter D. Mignolo (Duke University)
 Lewis R. Gordon (University of Connecticut)
Regional Text in Focus: Season of Migration to the North by Tayeb Salih
Venue: Hotel Minerva Grand, Hyderabad

The Task of the Human Sciences in Times of Climate Emergency, 2020
Convener: Prafulla C. Kar, Forum on Contemporary Theory, Baroda
Keynote Speaker:
 Pankaj S. Joshi, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai;
CHARUSAT, Gujarat
Venue: Centre for Contemporary Theory, Baroda

Environmental Humanities: Living in Critical Zones, 2021
Convener: Stephen Muecke, Notre Dame University, Brome, Western Australia
 Inaugural Address by Arjun Appadurai, New York University
Keynote Speakers:
 Stephen Muecke
 Lesley Green, University of Cape Town, South Africa
Venue: Goa
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Forum on Contemporary Theory
Baroda, India

(A Member of the Consortium of the Humanities Centers and Institutes)

In collaboration with

International Lincoln Center for American Studies, Louisiana State University in
Shreveport, USA

XXIV International Conference
on

Environmental Humanities
Living in Critical Zones

International Centre, Goa
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FORUM ON CONTEMPORARY THEORY
Centre for Contemporary Theory
C-304, Siddhi Vinayak Complex,
Behind Baroda Railway Station
Faramji Road, Baroda – 390007
Email: prafullakar@gmail.com
Tel: 0265 – 2320870
Website: www.fctworld.org
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